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Manufacturing 
beautifully designed 
stainless steel products 
since 1919

Welcome to Pland, an independent UK manufacturing group with 
a worldwide reputation for high quality innovative products in 
stainless steel. We have been based on the same site in Leeds 
since 1919 where we now operate from a 65,000 square foot 
design and manufacturing facility.

Pland is a company dedicated to delivering high quality stainless 
steel products that offer real value for money. Our breadth 
of knowledge and experience, underpinned by outstanding 
service levels enable us to provide the right solutions tailored 
to the needs of each of our customers. With a full design and 
manufacturing service we can deliver a one off bespoke product 
right through to a full turnkey solution. Our aim is to be the 
professionals’ supplier of choice and with more than 95 years’ 
experience in pressing and fabrication of stainless steel we can 
justifiably claim to be experts in this field.

Pland specialist stainless steel products are found in a wide 
variety of applications and environments including autopsy 
theatres, battleships, MOD field kitchens, offshore platforms, 
commercial refrigerators and catering appliances. Our products 
are also increasingly being used in domestic installations where 
their appearance, ease of maintenance and durability offer 
considerable advantages.

From our specialist manufacturing site in Leeds our customers 
are always assured of a highly professional and bespoke service 
from enquiry to delivery and beyond.
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For more information  
or to order please call  

0113 263 4184  
or visit our website  
www.plandstainless.co.uk

Contents
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Proud of Our British Heritage
Please take a trip through some of the key  
milestones in our history and you will see how 
we combined 95 years of traditional skills with 
the latest sheet metal work technology to become 
the UK’s leading stainless steel specialist.

1919
Established as 
Taylor Rustless 

Fittings on its 
current site in 
Leeds making 

stainless fittings 
for butcher’s 

shops.

1930’s
Company expanded into heavy fabrication making 

large fermentation brewing and cooking vessels 
for the canning industry.

1936
The Stainless 
Steel Sink 
Company became 
the UK’s 1st 
stainless steel sink 
manufacturer.

1940’s
Presswork bay added and 
pioneered the production 
of stainless steel domestic 
sinks. Produced under ‘The 
Stainless Steel Sink Company’ 
a sub division of TRF Pland.

1970’s
Moved into 
manufacturing heavy 
commercial sinks and 
accompanying stainless 
steel tables for schools 
and hotels along with a 
hygiene wash basin.

1970’s
Press work division 
developed Bain Marie 
containers for kitchens, 
floats for the petrochemical 
industry, small back bar 
fryers, food containers 
for MOD field kitchen 
systems, Admiralty wash 
basins, towel rails, shelves 
and soap dishes.

Pland. A history
in stainless steel.
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End of  
the 1970’s
Developed 316 grade 
sinks for the laboratory 
furniture industry and 
became the UK’s major 
producer in this area.

Early 1990’s
Pland expanded its 
healthcare range 
manufacturing a full range 
of scrub up troughs, sink 
bowls, janitorial units and 
slop hoppers.

1993
Planet Kitchen systems integrated 
into the Pland range adding stainless 
steel work tops and colour options 
- became widely used by local 
authorities, care homes, constabulary 
and fire service for their kitchens.

2002
Acquired Santric - 
manufacturers of high 
quality washroom and 
sanitary ware products.

2002
Began production of stainless steel sanitaryware - WC’s, 

urinals, washbasin ranges, wash troughs, circular wash 
fountains, and shower cubicles. Widely used for schools, 

stadiums, nightclubs, prisons and industrial facilities.

2004
Improved design 

and developed by 
implementing state of 
the art 3D CAD/CAM 

modelling system.

2009
Continued development in the 

healthcare market with more 
specific use products being 

delivered, for example foot 
wash facilities for the multi- 
faith areas within hospitals.

2001
Acquired Associated 
Metal - experts in major 
turnkey projects.

2015



Our knowledge 
and experience 
make us the 
experts in 
stainless  
steel
Stainless steel is a clean, maintenance 
free, contemporary material used in many 
industries as well as its well-known use in 
household goods. 

All stainless steels have a high resistance 
to corrosion compared to mild steel, 
different grades having different resistance 
depending on the number and quantity 
of other elements incorporated into the 
alloy. Unlike mild steels, there is no need to 
apply protective coatings or galvanising to 
stainless steel. 

Stainless steel is the generic name 
for a number of different alloys of iron 
used primarily for their resistance to 
corrosion. The key element is that they 
all have a minimum percentage of 10.5% 
chromium, although more is used in 
the grades fabricated by Pland. Other 
metallic elements particularly nickel 
and molybdenum may be added but 
the incorporation of chromium is the 
determining factor. 

Chromium has a great affinity for oxygen 
and during manufacture of the steel a 
little of the chromium in the alloy forms 
a passive chromium-rich oxide layer that 
forms naturally on the surface of the 
steel. Although extremely thin, only 1 to 
5 nanometres, this protective layer is 
invisible, inert, tightly adhering and self-
renewing. Because it is inert it will not 
react or influence other materials; its tight 
adherence means that it clings to the steel 
and it’s self-renewing property means that 
if damaged the protective film reforms 
immediately. 

Stainless steel was first discovered in the 
UK, by Harry Brearley in August 1913 in 
Sheffield. It contained 0.24% carbon and 
12.8% chromium and was the result of his 
work to solve the problem of the insides 

of rifle barrels being eroded through heat 
and the chemical action of discharge 
gases. He started by experimenting with 
steels containing chromium because they 
were known to have a higher melting point 

than ordinary steels. Brearley found that his 
new steel strongly resisted chemical attack. 
He then exposed samples to vinegar, 
lemon juice and other food acids and found 
the same result. This discovery, and the 
fact that stainless steel edges could be 
continually sharpened without rusting, led 
to its first application, for knife blades. 

Within a year of Brearley’s discovery, Krupp 
in Germany was experimenting by adding 
nickel to the alloy. Brearley’s steel could 
only be supplied in hardened and tempered 
condition whilst the Krupp steel was not 
only more resistant to acid attack but was 
more ductile and thus easier to work. From 
these two inventions were developed 
the 400 series of martensitic and 300 
series of austenitic stainless steels. Most 
of the standard grades in use today 
had been created by 1935. Once these 
standard grades became established, 
experimentation changed to finding more 
economic production methods. 
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The most common use of stainless steel is 
in cutlery, with grades 409 and 430 being 
used for everyday ware and the finest 
Sheffield cutlery using specially produced 
410 and 420 for the knives and 304 for 
the spoons and forks. 

Grade 304 is more ductile and therefore 
suitable for objects that need to be 
shaped such as sinks and washbasins. 
Grade 316 is a more corrosion resistant 
alloy than 304. 

The benefits of this versatile material 
range from the cutting edges of knives 
to the formability and hygiene factors 
in sinks, from the strength and wear 
resistance in washing machine drums to 
the aesthetic appearance of hollow ware 
and pots and pans. 

This leads to the important point that 
the initial investment cost of producing a 
component or fabrication in stainless steel 
will generally be more expensive than using 
ordinary steel. This is not just because of 
the higher alloy cost, but also because it 

requires more work to shape and form. 
However the considerably better life cycle 
costs of stainless steel make it attractive 
because of much longer service life, lower 
maintenance cost and high scrap value on 
decommissioning and recycling.

Advantages of stainless steel

Corrosion resistance - Stainless steel of the 
appropriate grade will not be affected by its surrounding 
environment because its corrosion resistance helps to 
ensure that the surface remains unblemished.

Fire and heat resistance - Special high chromium 
and nickel alloyed grades resist scaling and retain 
strength at high temperatures.

Hygiene - That stainless steel is easy to clean makes it 
the first choice for applications involving strict hygiene 
conditions such as hospitals, laboratories, kitchens, 
abattoirs and other food processing plants.

Aesthetic appearance - The bright, easily maintained 
surface of stainless steel provides a modern and attractive 
appearance.

Strength-to-weight advantage - The work hardening 
property of austenitic grades, which results in a significant 
strengthening of the material after cold working, allows 
reduced material thickness over conventional steel 
grades. This results in cost savings as well as weight 
savings over other materials.

Ease of fabrication - Modern steel-making techniques 
mean that with the right equipment stainless steel can be 
cut, welded, formed, machined and fabricated as easily as 
traditional steels.

Impact resistance - The 300 series steels used 
by Pland provide high toughness, from elevated 
temperatures to far below freezing, making these steels 
particularly appropriate to catering applications.

Long term value - When total life cycle costs are 
considered, stainless steel is usually the least expensive 
option for many applications.
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Composition

304 grade composition
Carbon 0.04% (max)
Nitrogen 0.05% (max)
Chromium 18.10% (min)
Nickel 8.30%

316 grade composition
Carbon 0.03% (max)
Nitrogen 0.03% (max)
Chromium 17.10% (min)
Nickel 10.70%
Molybdenum 2.10%

Durability

There are more than 60 grades of stainless 
steel. However, the entire group can be 
divided into five classes. Each is identified 
by the alloying elements which affect 
their microstructure and for which each is 
named. The different families of stainless 
steels, ferritic, martensitic, precipitation-
hardening, duplex and cast have a greater 
or less resistance to corrosion and differing 
hardening and strength characteristics. 
Pland uses stainless steel from the 
austenitic family of alloys which contain 
chromium, nickel and molybdenum. The 
grades used by Pland, 304 and 316, 
provide strength and corrosion resistance 
whilst being appropriate for the forming 
processes used to create washroom and 
sanitaryware products. All stainless steel 
contains a large proportion of iron; even 
highly alloyed grades such as 316 are a 
minimum of 62% iron.

304 grade
304 (EN 1.4301 or SS 2333; AFNORZ 
6 CN 18-09; BS 304S31) is the basic 
chromium nickel austenitic stainless steel 
and has been found suitable for a wide 
range of applications. It is the most readily 
available in a variety of product forms. This 
grade is easy to form and fabricate with 
excellent resistance to corrosion.

316 grade
316 (EN1.4401 or SS 2347; AFNOR 
Z7 CND 17-11-01; BS 316S31) offers 
even greater corrosion resistance through 
the addition of molybdenum. This grade is 
desirable where the possibility of severe 
corrosion exists, such as heavy industrial 
atmospheres and marine environments.

The longevity of stainless steel is the 
result of the composition of the alloy 
and, therefore, it has a natural corrosion 
resistance. Nothing is applied to the 
surface that could add additional material 
to the environment. It does not need 
additional systems to protect the base 
metal, the metal itself will last.

Stainless steel’s durability is further 
enhanced by some of its other physical and 
chemical properties. It is impervious to soot 
deposits, acid rain, bitumen compounds, 
cement or lime mortar, contact with timbers 
and wood-based sheets and fungi and 
mould. On a galvanic scale stainless steel 
is at the noble metal end and thus will not 
deteriorate when in contact with other 
metals.
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Sheet Thickness

Imperial Gauge Imperial in mm Metric Sheet mm

10 3.25 3.0
12 2.64 2.5
14 2.03 2.0
16 1.63 1.5
18 1.22 1.2
20 0.9 0.9
22 0.7 1.7
24 0.56 0.6
26 0.46 0.5

Sheet Thickness

Pland principally uses sheet stainless 
steel to fabricate washroom, sanitaryware 
and other products. Modern stainless 
steel is supplied in metric thicknesses 
and the table allows specifiers to 
convert Imperial Gauge thicknesses into 
millimetre equivalents. 

Pland always source from reliable steel 
mill suppliers with an agreed contract 
to guarantee continuity of supply 
and quality standards. The standards 
applicable to stainless steel are 
continually being revised. We ensure 
that raw material used complies with 
British and European Standards.

Pland generally work in the range  
0.9mm — 3mm. We do not compromise 
material thickness to reduce cost. We will 
always select the most appropriate gauge 
for the product and its environment. 
For specialist projects we are happy to 
discuss the project requirements and 
advise on sheet thickness and stainless 
steel grades at the outset.
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Manufacture

Recent investments include CNC Laser 
cutting, 8 axis CNC bending and high 
specification CAD software.

We have several triple action hydraulic 
presses, ranging from 150 to 800 tonnes, 
for deep drawing stainless steel. Our 
largest press is a 5000 tonnes rubber 
press. This is used for shallow pressing 

sink tops, trolley trays, refrigerator panels, 
container panels and catering equipment 
tops.

Our most important asset by far is our 
workforce, most of whom are highly 
skilled. They understand the importance 
of our customers and take great pride in 
the quality of our products.

We are fully accredited to ISO 9001 and 
are 2nd tier suppliers to the Ministry of 
Defence.

Care and maintenance
With minimal care stainless steel will last a lifetime. As for 
any product, some maintenance is necessary but with Pland 
stainless steel equipment this is simplicity itself. A regular 
wash with mild detergent and polishing dry with a soft cloth 
is all that is needed. Never use scouring powders or steel
wool as they can scratch the surface. Perforated rubber or 
plastic mats in sinks will reduce opportunities for scratching 
and marking by pans and tableware.
Stainless steel resists stains well but occasionally it might 
dull or show greasy finger marks. Some foods (milk and 
milk products and acidic foods such as ketchup, mustard, 
mayonnaise, lemon juice, vinegar, salt, salad dressings) 
should be rinsed thoroughly off the surface promptly or they 
could affect it.

Cooked-on food or grease can be removed by using a fine 
abrasive cleaning powder or a paste of baking soda and 
water. Other tips for polishing stainless steel are:
• Rub with olive oil or club soda to remove streaks.
• To clean and brighten stainless steel, moisten a cloth 

with undiluted white or cider vinegar and wipe clean. 
Bright stainless steel finishes should not be cleaned with 
bleach, creams or abrasive materials such as wire wool or 
silver dip.

Commercial stainless steel cleaners are also available.
Most satin finish stainless steel has a grain; if using any kind 
of abrasive on a satin stainless steel surface, always make 
sure it is cleaned in the direction of the grain. ‘White’ areas 
can be rubbed out with a very fine Scotchbrite pad but make 
sure it is along the grain lines and not at right angles to them.
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Health & 
Environment

The excellent hygienic properties of 
stainless steel are recognised by its use 
for surgical instruments and medical 
implants, as well as in food and drink 
processing, catering and washroom 
installations. It’s smooth, neutral surface 
makes it difficult for bacteria to adhere 
and survive, and it is also very easy to 
clean, so strict standards of hygiene are 
possible at every stage of the process.

Stainless steel is 100% recyclable and 
therefore less harmful to the environment 
than many other materials in common 
use. The production process uses 
stainless steel scrap as its primary 
raw material and new stainless steel 
comprises over 70% recycled material. 
This percentage is increasing as the use 
of stainless steel expands.

The main component of stainless steel is 
scrap iron, of which there is no shortage. 
Other metallic elements alloyed with 
the iron are chromium and molybdenum 
which are plentiful within the earth’s 
crust. Nickel, which comprises around 
10% of the standard austenitic stainless 
steel grades, is less abundant but is not 
in short supply and is being recycled 
effectively.

The quantity of energy required for 
manufacture of a product, the embodied 
energy, is of growing concern to 
environmentalists. More efficient process 
technology has allowed steelmakers to 
significantly reduce the amount of energy 
used in the production of stainless steel 
over the past two decades. Stainless 
steel’s low thermal conductivity makes 

soldering and welding more energy 
efficient than with many other metals.

Stainless steel washroom and 
sanitaryware has a life expectancy of at 
least decades and possibly centuries, 
meaning that energy and other costs of 
manufacture are spread over a very long 
period indeed. Even at the end of its life, 
more commonly the result of fashion or 
aesthetics rather than wear and tear, the 
material has a high scrap value and can 
be completely recycled.

As a result, stainless steel can provide 
the most economic long term solution 
compared with other materials. This is 
especially true when maintenance costs 
over the lifetime of an installation are 
taken into account. Stainless steel can 
be maintained without the need for either 
repainting or resurfacing, frequently 
making the most cost effective solution 
over the life cycle of a project.



A huge range of well  
designed, innovative  
stainless steel products  
for the job in hand.
Our aim is to offer Pland customers the largest range and highest quality of 
stainless bowls, sinks, sanitaryware and washroom products. All from one source 
and always competitively priced. From our manufacturing centre in Leeds in which 
quality and care are paramount, we deliver nationwide and usually from stock. With 
continuous investment in equipment and technology and a companywide culture of 
always putting the customer first, you can be sure that Pland will deliver what you 
need when you need it. 

This compendium shows our standard products, of which there are many. In reality 
however, a significant portion of our business is providing tailor made solutions 
for manufacturers and designers from a vast array of business sectors. If you have 
a requirement for a single stainless steel product or a complete turnkey project 
please do not hesitate to contact us. You are always welcome to visit our facilities 
to view our products and capabilities at first hand. 

All products
To order call
0113 263 4184
12



Stainless steel’s beneficial properties have led to its application 
throughout the food chain. From food processing and brewing, 
through distribution and storage to serving food, installing 
Pland stainless steel catering equipment brings unique benefits 
to the food industry.

One of the great advantages of stainless steel is that it imparts 
no taste to the food that is prepared on it. Typical uses include 
kitchens, dairies, ham curing and fish storage. The grades 
used by Pland are 304 (1.4301), for normal temperatures 
and low acid concentrations, and 316 (1.4401) for harsher 
environments. For example 304 (1.4301) is used in cheese 
production, but where salted ham is being prepared 316 
is used. In ice cream production 316 (1.4401) is specified 
because strong anti-bacteriological cleaning and rinsing 
systems are used.

A further advantage is that stainless steel is resistant to 
damage caused by condensation cycles in high humidity areas 
such as kitchens.

for Catering
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Catering
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2 TAPHOLES 30mm

Satin finish catering sink with working height of 850mm and 600mm 
projection from wall, compatible with Pland catering tables. Available 
from stock as single bowl (three sizes) or double bowls with left or 
right hand drainer. Supplied with waste kit, earth tag, sound deadening 
pads, stand supplied with adjustable feet for levelling. Standard 
product without taps. Sinktops and stands available separately. 
Selected 316 grade sinks supplied as an option.

Burgundy 600mm projection sink and stand 
1000mm sinktop, single bowl 508mm x 356mm x 250mm  
left hand drainer  CS1060SLF
1000mm sinktop, single bowl 508mm x 356mm x 250mm  
right hand drainer  CS1060SRF
1200mm sinktop, single bowl 533mm x 381mm x 250mm  
left hand drainer  CS1260SLF
1200mm sinktop, single bowl 533mm x 381mm x 250mm  
right hand drainer  CS1260SRF
1500mm sinktop, single bowl 533mm x 381mm x 250mm  
double drainer  CS1560SDF
1500mm sinktop, double bowl 533mm x 381mm x 250mm  
and 305mm x 356mm x 160mm left hand drainer  CS1560DLF
1500mm sinktop, double bowl 533mm x 381mm x 250mm  
and 305mm x 356mm x 160mm right hand drainer  CS1560DRF
1500mm sinktop, double bowl 400 x 400 x 250mm bowl  
left hand drainer  CS1560DL4F
1500mm sinktop, double bowl 400 x 400 x 250mm bowl  
right hand drainer  CS1560DR4F
1800mm sinktop, double bowl 500mm x 400mm x 250mm  
double drainer CS1860DDF

Sinktop Only
1000mm single bowl, left or right hand small drainer CS1060SL/R
1200mm single bowl, left or right hand drainer CS1260SL/R
1500mm single bowl, double drainer CS1560SD
1500mm double bowl, single drainer CS1560DL/R
1500mm double bowls, left or right hand drainer CS1560DL/R4
1800mm double bowl, double drainer CS1860DD

Tap Option
Shown with Ouse pre wash tap unit TP1022

Product Code

Burgundy - Catering sink 600mm wide

  CS1560DR4F

  CS1560DR4F
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Catering

Satin finished catering sink with working height of 850mm and 
650mm projection from wall, compatible with Pland catering tables. 
700mm projection available to order.  
All bowls measure 610mm x 457mm x 305mm deep. Supplied with 
deep seated waste with removable corner strainer, earth tag, sound 
deadening pads, and stand supplied with adjustable feet for levelling. 
Standard product is without taps. Sinktops and stands available 
separately. Selected 316 grade sinks supplied as an option.

Rhone 650mm projection sinktop and stand 
760mm sinktop, single bowl  CS0765SNF
1200mm sinktop, single bowl, left hand drainer  CS1265SL2F
1200mm sinktop, single bowl, right hand drainer  CS1265SR2F
1500mm sinktop, single bowl, left hand drainer  CS1565SL2F
1500mm sinktop, single bowl, right hand drainer  CS1565SR2F
1800mm sinktop, single bowl, double drainer  CS1865SD2F
1800mm sinktop, double bowl, left hand drainer  CS1865DL2F
1800mm sinktop, double bowl, right hand drainer  CS1865DR2F
2400mm, double bowl, double drainer  CS2465DD2F
3000mm, double bowl, double drainer  CS3065DD2F

Sinktop only
760mm, single bowl CS0765SN
1200mm, single bowl. Single drainer CS1265SL/R2
1500mm, single bowl. Single drainer CS1565SL/R2
1800mm, double bowl. Single drainer CS1865DL/R2
1800mm, single bowl. Double drainer CS1865SD2
2400mm, double bowl. Double drainer CS2465DD2
3000mm, double bowl. Double drainer CS3065DD2

Taps 
Shown with Aire deck mixer chrome head TP1020

Product Code

  CS1265SL2F

  CS1265SL2F

Rhone - Catering sink 650mm wide
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Catering

  CBS1200

  CBS1200

Countertop bar sink with double satin bowls, double bright finish 
drainers and two tapholes. 465mm compact projection with 30mm 
upstand. Supplied without taps as standard.

Brou Bar Sink
1200mm x 465mm sinktop 229mm x 356mm bowls CBS1200
1400mm x 465mm sinktop 305mm x 356mm bowls CBS1400
1600mm x 465mm sinktop 432mm x 356mm bowls CBS1600
1800mm x 465mm sinktop 432mm x 356mm bowls CBS1800

Taps 
Shown with Ribble deck mixer cross head TP1015

Product Code

Brou - Bar Sink
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Catering

Jura Satin finish café catering sinks with 600mm projection from wall 
are ideal for applications where space is at a premium and the user 
is looking for a cost-effective solution to meet the needs of a smaller 
catering establishment/café. Designed to fit proprietary highline 
base units as standard, these give all the benefits of a commercial 
stainless steel sink without the cost. Supplied with waste kit, earth tag 
and sound deadening pads. Standard product is supplied without taps. 
Stainless steel stands are available as an optional extra if required.

Jura 600mm projection sink and stand 
1000mm sinktop, single bowl 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  
left hand drainer  CC1060SL
1000mm sinktop, single bowl 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  
right hand drainer  CC1060SR
1200mm sinktop, single bowl 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  
left hand drainer  CC1260SL
1200mm sinktop, single bowl 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  
right hand drainer  CC1260SR
1500mm sinktop, double bowl 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  
left hand drainer  CC1560DL
1500mm sinktop, double bowl 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  
right hand drainer  CC1560DR
1500mm sinktop, single bowl 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  
double drainer.  CC1560SD
1800mm sinktop, double bowl, 508mm x 356mm x 180mm  
double drainer.  CC1860DD
1800mm sinktop, double bowl, 508mm x 356mm x 250mm  
double drainer.  CC1860DD/210
2000mm sinktop, double bowl, 508mm x 356mm x 180mm  
double drainer.  CC2060DD
2000mm sinktop, double bowl, 508mm x 356mm x 250mm  
double drainer.  CC2060DD/210

Taps 
Shown with Aire high neck chrome head TP1019

Product Code

Jura - Café Catering sink 600mm wide

  CC1060SL

  CC1060SL

CC1260SL

CC1560DL

CC1560SD

CC1860DD

CC2060DD
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Catering

Chablis bowls are appropriate for almost any application where a 
single satin finished bowl without tapholes or drainer is required. 
Suitable environments include hospitals, local authorities, hotels, 
leisure clubs, residential homes, kitchens and canteens. Chablis 
rectangular bowls are available as inset or flat flange. All Chablis 
bowls are manufactured from 304 grade stainless steel, see Sparta 
bowl in Laboratory section if 316 grade is required. Corner waste kit 
supplied as standard.

Chablis flat flange bowl
610mm x 457mm x 305mm deep, overall width 660mm CBWL412FF

Chablis inset bowl
610mm x 457mm x 305mm deep, overall width 660mm CBWL412SR

Product Code

Chablis - Bowl with corner waste

  CBWL412FF

  CBWL412FF
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Catering

Mosel bowls are appropriate for almost any application where a single 
satin finished bowl without tapholes or drainer is required. Suitable 
environments include hospitals, local authorities, hotels, leisure clubs, 
residential homes, kitchens and canteens. Mosel rectangular corner 
waste bowls are available in a choice of metric sizes and depths and 
are suitable for undermounting. All Mosel bowls are manufactured 
from 304 grade stainless steel. Corner waste kit supplied.

Mosel flat flange bowls
400mm x 340mm x 200mm deep IBD403020TDL/RF
400mm x 400mm x 250mm deep  IBD404025TDF
400mm x 400mm x 300mm deep IBD404030TDF
500mm x 400mm x 250mm deep IBD504025TDL/RF
500mm x 400mm x 300mm deep IBD504030TDL/RF
600mm x 500mm x 300mm deep IBD605030TDL/RF

Product Code

Mosel - Metric flat flange bowl

  IBD5040TDLF

  IDB404025TDF
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Volnay flat flange bowls can be used in almost any application 
where a single flush fit or undermounted, satin finished bowl without 
tapholes or drainer is required. Suitable environments include 
hospitals, local authorities, hotels, leisure clubs, residential homes, 
kitchens and canteens. Volnay rectangular bowls are available in a 
choice of sizes and depths. All Volnay bowls are manufactured from 
304 grade stainless steel and have a 19mm flange. Supplied without 
waste fittings. See Sparta bowl in the Laboratory section if 316 grade 
is required.

Volnay flat flange bowls (19mm flange) 
229mm x 356mm x 180mm deep FFRIN09
305mm x 356mm x 160mm deep FFSMA12SN
432mmx 356mm x 180mm deep FFSTA17
508mmx 356mm x 180mm deep FFLAR27SN
508mm x 356mm x 250mm deep LB0210FF
533mm x 381mm x 200mm deep FFSUP38
533mm x 381mm x 250mm deep CBWL3810FF

Waste Option 
Waste 1 ½” BSP with overflow 180mm deep bowl WK0187
Waste 1 ½” BSP with overflow 250mm deep bowl WK0312

Product Code

Volnay FF - Flat flange bowl

  FFSUP38

Catering
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Volnay inset bowls can be used in almost any application where a 
single inset or self-rimming satin finished bowl without tapholes or 
drainer is required. Suitable environments include hospitals, local 
authorities, hotels, leisure clubs, residential homes, kitchens and 
canteens. Volnay rectangular bowls are available in a variety of 
sizes and depths. All Volnay bowls are manufactured from 304 grade 
stainless steel. See Sparta bowl in the Laboratory section if 316 grade 
is required. Supplied without waste fittings as standard.

Volnay inset bowls (19mm flange) 
229mm x 356mm x 180mm deep SRRIN09SN
305mm x 356mm x 160mm deep SRMED12SN
400mm x 400mm x 250mm deep SRMET442 
432mm x 356mm x 180mm deep SRSTA107SN
508mm x 356mm x 180mm deep SRLAR27SN
508mm x 356mm x 250mm deep SRLAR210SN
533mm x 381mm x 200mm deep SRSUP38SN
533mm x 381mm x 250mm deep CBWL3810SR

Volnay round inset bowl (30mm flange)  
including waste fitting
360mm diameter x 160mm IRBO400SS

Volnay round inset drainer (30mm flange)  
including waste fitting
360mm diameter IRDO400SS

Waste option 
Waste 1 ½ bps with overflow WK0187
Waste 1 ½ bps with overflow 250mm deep bowl WK0312

Product Code

Volnay SR - Inset bowl

  SRLAR27SN 

Catering
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  SAN066   SAN066HS   SAN066FS

The Boston is a compact wall hung basin specifically designed for 
corner fixing. Supplied with waste, plug, chain and overflow. Ideal for 
use as a hand rinse bowl where space is at a premium and there is 
only a corner space.

Boston corner washbasin
Wall mounted SAN066
Wall mounted with half shroud SAN066HS
Floor standing with full shroud SAN066FS

Taps 
Shown with Worth standard cross head TP1014

Product Code

  SAN066

Boston - Corner sink

  SAN066HS
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  CWB1610KP

Jerez - Complete handwash pack 

Knee operated, wall mounted washbasin supplied on apron support. 
Bowl size is 406mm x 260mm x 130mm deep. 

Pack includes thermostatic mixer valve, spout, stainless steel braided 
hose connection, knee valve, waste and overflow.

Jerez knee operated basin
Complete pack CWB1610KP

Product Code

  CWB1610KP

  CWB1610KP

Catering
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Catering
Gozo - Handrinse basin

Wall mounted, satin finished handrinse basin with 241mm square bowl,  
140mm deep. Supplied complete with waste and apron support for wall mounting as 
standard, but without taps.

Gozo handrinse basin
Overall size 267mm x 328mm CWBHANDI

Taps 
Shown with Aire basin chrome head TP1021

Product Code

  CWBHANDI

  CWBHANDI

Malta - Handrinse basin

Wall mounted, polished finish, mini handrinse basin with 235mm diameter spun 
bowl, 120mm deep and central waste. Supplied with waste and apron support for 
wall mounting as standard, but without taps.

Malta handrinse basin
Overall size 307mm x 267mm CWBMIN

Taps 
Shown with Aire basin chrome head TP1021

Product Code

  CWBMIN

  CWBMIN
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Geneva - Countertop washbasin 

Geneva 315 inset washbasin satin finished with central waste diameter, 315mm. 
Geneva 365 inset washbasin satin finished with central waste diameter, 365mm.

Both Geneva bowls are 150mm deep and supplied with fixings and waste.

Geneva 315mm bowl
Overall size 365mm CWB315/RSSB

Geneva 365mm bowl
Overall size 415mm CWB365/RSSB

Product Code

  CWB315/RSSB

  CWB315/RSSB

Cyprus - Circular washbasin

Inset satin finished washbasin with 306mm diameter bowl, 150mm deep. Supplied 
with fixings, waste and tapholes but without taps.

Cyprus circular washbasin
Cyprus circular washbasin WB312515

Taps 
Shown with Worth standard cross head TP1014

Product Code

  WB312515

  WB312515

Catering
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Tulagi - Janitorial Unit

  STS1001

Tulagi is a catering style free standing combination washbasin and bucket sink. 
Supplied with adjustable feet, hinged grid, satin finish, monobloc swivel mixer tap 
and waste kit.

Tulagi janitorial unit
Tulagi janitorial unit STS1001

Taps
Chilt washbasin tap WRAS aproved TP1073

Product Code

  STS1001

Madrid - Handrinse bowl

Handrinse satin finished square bowl 241mm x 241mm, 140mm deep, with centre 
waste. Supplied with self-rimming brackets, waste and overflow.

Madrid handrinse basin
Overall size 279mm x 279mm CWBIHANDI

Product Code

  CWBIHANDI

  CWBIHANDI
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Ouse - Pre-wash tap Orwell - Heavy duty pre-wash tap

Catering pre-wash tap with energy saving mixer spray head. Deck mounted at 
180mm centers, with pan fill spout. Ideal for busy working environments, cafes, 
restaurants, schools etc. (photo with spout).

Orwell Heavy-Duty “Mis-Use Resistant” for the more demanding kitchen 
environment. Energy-saving construction uses less than 6L/min water at 4-bar 
pressure when the optional water-saving face plate is fitted, delivering up to 25% 
water savings in a standard-sized kitchen. Designed for single water feed (usually 
cold water supply), the AquaJet 50 can be fitted with an optional mixing valve to 
provide a tempered, mixed water supply. Can be used as a pre-rinse for dirty dishes 
or food washing and rinsing applications (when connected to potable water source). 
Pre-assembled and tested for quick installation. Easy to clean and service. Integral 
restraining cable prevents overstretching and spray gun contact with dish water. 
Coiled hose absorbs the wear and tear from twisting the gun. Wall-mounting keeps 
the sink deck clear. Big bore delivery hose produces excellent spray pattern.

Ouse pre-wash tap
2 tapholes, no spout TP1011
2 tapholes, with spout TP1022
Single taphole, no spout  TP1023
Single taphole, with spout  TP1024
Wall mounted, no spout  TP1103

Options
Thermostatic mixing valve, 15mm inlet and outlet connections THERMIX
Spare hose HOSE2
Spare spray head SPRAY2

Orwell heavy duty pre-wash tap
Heavy duty pre-wash tap TP1129
Heavy duty pre-wash tap with water saving face plate TP1129P

Product Code

Product Code

  TP1129   TP1022

Catering
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Ribble - Lever taps

Economy range of 3” lever head taps for standard installation with our range of 
products.

Ribble lever taps
High neck (pair) TP1016
Standard basin (pair) TP1018
Deck mixer TP1017

Product Code

  TP1017

  TP1018  TP1016

  TP1016   TP1017  TP1018

Eden - Mixer taps

Eden is a cranked bridge mixer tap, with 150mm levers and a swan neck spout. 
This tap can be adujusted to suit both 180mm and 200mm taphole centres.

Eden
Cranked bridge mixer tap TP1062
Wall mounted cranked mixer tap TP1118

Product Code

  TP1062

  TP1062

Catering
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  TP1013   TP1019  TP1015   TP1020  TP1014   TP10121

Worth - Standard cross head taps

Economy range of crosshead taps to suit catering products and in environments 
where cost is an important factor.

Worth standard cross head taps
High neck (pair) TP1013
Standard basin (pair) TP1014
Deck mixer TP1015

Product Code

  TP1015

  TP1014  TP1013

Aire - Chrome head taps

Economy range of chrome head taps for standard installation with our range of 
products.

Aire chrome head taps
High neck (pair) TP1019
Standard basin (pair) TP1021
Deck mixer TP1020

Product Code

  TP1020

  TP1021  TP1019

Catering
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Penfold - Waste disposal unit

Sink mounted waste disposal units are available in single phase. Ideal for 
installations where space is at a premium. Can handle up to 500 meals per day and 
are designed in conjunction with Pland catering sinks. Please specify waste on bowl 
to be cut for disposal unit when ordering sink.

Sink mounted WDU 
Light Duty Single phase 1/2 hp 539mm x 270mm - 50 meals per day SM501PH
Heavy Duty Single phase 1/2 hp 539mm x 270mm - 500 meals per day SM751PH

Bench mounted WDU
Single phase 1/2 hp 600mm x 400mm x 175mm BM751PH
Single phase 1 hp 600mm x 400mm x 175mm BM1501PH

Free standing WDU
Single phase 1/2 hp 400mm x 600mm x 850mm FS751PH

Product Code

  SM751PH

Catering
Fitou - Waste and overflow tube

Fitou is a European style perforated standpipe overflow tube with chrome plated 
waste outlet 1 ½” BSP. The outer is made from 1.4301 (304) grade stainless steel 
and a anti-bacterial polymer combination plug and overflow insert pipe. Fits sinks 
with a 70mm or 86mm flange. A simple solution to stop debris entering the waste.  

Fitou – Perforated standpipe waste and overflow 
Stand pipe and waste for 200mm deep bowl 70mm flange  WK0455
Stand pipe and waste for 250mm deep bowl 70mm flange  WK0453
Stand pipe and waste for 300mm deep bowl 70mm flange  WK0454
Stand pipe and waste for 200mm deep bowl 86mm flange  WK0461
Stand pipe and waste for 250mm deep bowl 86mm flange  WK0456
Stand pipe and waste for 300mm deep bowl 86mm flange  WK0457

Product Code

  WK0455
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Catering
Cahors - Grease pack

A unique, automatic drain dosing system specifically designed to 
address the drainage problems found in commercial kitchens. The 
grease pack is highly developed and with powerful Bio-Enzymatic 
solution deals with fats, oil and grease leaving staff free to run 
the kitchen. Grease pack maintains free running drains, decreases 
odours and avoids blockages. Helps food service operators meet with 
legislative demands. Grease pack refills are very easy to store, handle 
and change. No water or electrical connections. Easy to install, use, 
and to maintain. An effective environmentally friendly commercial 
solution.

Cahors grease pack maintenance system
Grease pack bio maintenance system TP1115
Grease pack refill 3 x 5 litres TP1116

Product Code

  TP1115

  TP1115
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Catering
Loire - Vertical floor drain

Industrial-200 drain for concrete/tiled floors, with vertical diameter 
110mm outlet, without membrane flange.

Loire heavy duty drain for concrete/tiled floors
With vertical diameter 110mm outlet, without membrane flange  
vertical, tiled or concrete floor. HT760 402 110

Loire heavy duty drain for vinyl floors
With vertical diameter 110mm outlet,  
without membrane flange, vinyl floor. HT760 602 110

Options
Water trap  H520 050 110S
S trap H562 002 000S
Filter basket HT780 002 000 05

Cast grate 4 tonne load
Made in one piece, hygienic and commonly used in food areas. 
Cast grate (Square) HT790 168 000 60 
Cast grate (Round) HT790 173 000 60 

Product Code

HT760 602 110HT760 402 110

  HT780 002 000 05

  HT790 173 000 60

  HT790 168 000 60
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Catering
Bergerac - Horizontal floor drain

Industrial-200 drain for concrete/tiled floors, with horizontal diameter 
110mm outlet, without membrane flange.

Bergerac heavy duty drain for concrete/tiled floors
With vertical diameter 110mm outlet, without membrane flange  
horizontal, tiled or concrete floor. HT763 402 110

Bergerac heavy duty drain for vinyl floors
With vertical diameter 110mm outlet, without membrane flange  
horizontal, vinyl floor. HT763 602 110

Options
Water trap  H520 050 110S
S trap H562 002 000S
Filter basket HT780 002 000 05

Cast grate 4 tonne load
Made in one piece, hygienic and commonly used in food areas. 
Cast grate (Square) HT790 168 000 60 
Cast grate (Round) HT790 173 000 60 

Product Code

  HT763 602 110  HT763 402 110

  HT780 002 000 05

  HT790 173 000 60

  HT790 168 000 60
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  Planet sinktop and work surfaces

Planet 650mm wide sinktops and work surfaces are supplied as 
separate items. Sinks are manufactured from 304 grade stainless 
steel in lengths up to 3000mm. Bowl sizes are dependent on the unit 
configuration. Sink tops are supplied with waste and fittings to suit. 
Various options available on request.

Planet Work Surfaces 
Hinged door unit worktop 600mm width 600HPL/RWS
Hinged door unit worktop 900mm width  900HPWS
Sliding door unit worktop 900mm width  900SPWS
Sliding door unit worktop 1200mm width  1200SPWS
Hinged door unit worktop 1200mm width 1200HPWS
Sliding door unit worktop 1500mm width  1500SPWS
Hinged door unit worktop 1500mm width  1500HPWS
Sliding door unit worktop 1800mm width 1800SPWS
Hinged door unit worktop 1800mm width 1800HPWS
Sliding door unit worktop 2100mm width 2100SPWS
Hinged door unit worktop 2100mm width 2100HPWS
Sliding door unit worktop 2400mm width 2400SPWS
Hinged door unit worktop 2400mm width 2400HPWS
Outside corner unit worktop OCOPWS
Inside corner unit worktop WSIC

Planet Sinktops 
600mm hand wash bowl PT600HW
900mm hand wash bowl, left hand drainer PT900HWL
900mm hand wash bowl, right hand drainer PT900HWR
1200mm single bowl, left hand drainer  PT1265SL
1200mm single bowl, right hand drainer  PT1265SR
1500mm single bowl, left hand drainer  PT1565SL
1500mm single bowl, right hand drainer  PT1565SR
1800mm double bowl, left hand drainer  PT1865DL
1800mm double bowl, right hand drainer  PT1865DR
2400mm double bowl, double drainer  PT2465DD

Please contact a member of our technical team  
with your particular project requirements.

Product Code

Planet - Sinktops and work surfaces

WSIC
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Planet stainless steel work surfaces measure 650mm front to rear, 
base units and cupboards measure 530mm, allowing a 90mm services 
gap at the rear of the installation. Units are available in five widths, 
450mm, 600mm, 900mm, 1200mm and 1500mm. Adjustable feet 
allow height adjustment between 880mm and 910mm working height. 
With hinged doors, sliding doors, drawers and open units, Planet can 
be configured exactly as required. Internal drawer depth is 126mm 
or 280mm. Available in a choice of six standard colours Arctic White 
(RAL 9016), Forest Green (RAL 6005), Ivory (RAL 1015), Regatta 
Blue (BS 4800 18E53), Paprika Red (BS 4800 04E53) and Claret 
(RAL 3005). Planet can also be supplied with bespoke epoxy coating 
finishes or with all stainless steel construction. Available with lock 
if required.

Planet base units 
Drawer unit, 450mm base  450DP
Open unit, 450mm base  450OP
Hinged door unit, 450mm base  450HPL/R
Drawer unit, 600mm base  600DP
Hinged door unit, 600mm base  600HPL/R
Hinged door unit, 900mm base 900HPL/R
Sliding door unit, 900mm base  900SP
Hinged door unit, 1200mm base  1200HPL/R
Sliding door unit, 1200mm base  1200SP
Sliding door unit, 1500mm base  1500SP
Hinged door unit, 1500mm base 1500HPL/R

Options 
Larder units 1800mm high 600LUHPL/R
Infill panels (painted) Infill/P
Infill panels (stainless steel) Infill/S
Planet lock PLOCK

Product Code

Planet - Base units
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  Planet Hinged Wall Units

The Planet range of cupboard is enhanced by the corner and wall 
units so that a stylish complete fitted kitchen can be achieved. 
All cupboards are available with or without locks. Please contact 
a member of our technical team for your particular project 
requirements. Available in a choice of six standard colours (See 
page 35, Base Units description).

Planet wall and corner units 
Inside corner worktop  WSIC
Outside corner unit  OCOP
900mm wall cupboard - sliding 900WSP
1200mm wall cupboard - sliding 1200WSP
900mm wall cupboard - hinged 900WHPL/R
1200mm wall cupboard - hinged 1200WHPL/R 
600mm wall cupboard - hinged 600WHPL/R
600mm lightweight wall cupboard  600EEWSS
1200mm lightweight wall cupboard  1200EEWSS

Options 
Planet lock PLOCK

Product Code

Planet - Wall and corner units

Catering

  1200WSP   600WHPL/R
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Lafitte - Wall table Lafitte - Island table

Wall table with a working height of 850mm. Supplied with stand, undershelf, 
earth tag and provision for retrofit drawer. All other types of tables available, also 
bespoke unit from single items to large layouts. Can be supplied on castors as an 
option. Other options include drawer, corner tables and 700mm projection units.

Island table with a working height of 850mm. Supplied with stand, undershelf, 
earth tag and provision for retrofit drawer. All other types of tables available, also 
bespoke unit from single items to large layouts. Can be supplied on castors as an 
option. Other options include drawer, corner tables and 700mm projection units.

Lafitte wall table
600 x 600mm WT0660F
900 x 600mm WT0960F
1200 x 600mm WT1260F
1500 x 600mm WT1560F
1800 x 600mm WT1860F
600 x 650mm CTW0600F
900 x 650mm CTW0900F
1200 x 650mm CTW1200F
1500 x 650mm CTW1500F
1800 x 650mm CTW1800F
2100 x 650mm CTW2100F
2400 x 650mm CTW2400F

Options
Retrofit drawer DTD002

Lafitte island table
600 x 600mm IT0660F
900 x 600mm IT0960F
1200 x 600mm IT1260F
1500 x 600mm IT1560F
1800 x 600mm IT1860F
600 x 650mm CT0600F
900 x 650mm CT0900F
1200 x 650mm CT1200F
1500 x 650mm CT1500F
1800 x 650mm CT1800F
2100 x 650mm CT2100F
2400 x 650mm CT2400F

Options
Retrofit drawer DTD002

Product Code Product Code

  WT1560F   IT1560F
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Murray - Four tier wire shelving

Nylon coated or stainless steel finish wire shelving, infill panels 
allow infinitely adjustable shelf heights and the ability to use shelf 
hooks, aiding and optimising space. Panels can be individually 
removed for additional space and washed through most standard 
catering dishwashers. Constructed with a solid channel perimeter for 
ease of cleaning and a wire mesh centre to maximise air flow. Ideal 
for refrigeration, deep freeze and wet food storage. Will tolerate a 
temperature range from -40°C to +110°C. Supplied complete with 
fixed increment 1675mm high Zinc plated, grooved post with two piece 
gripper system.

Wire shelving – stainless steel finish. 
Lengths available: 600mm, 800mm, 900mm, 1000mm,  
1100mm, 1200mm, 1300mm, 1500mm and 1800mm.
Depths available: 300mm, 400mm, 500mm and 600mm
 
Four tier bay 4SWM (length) (depth)
Example code: 1200mm x 400mm 4SWM 1200 400

Wire shelving – nylon coated finish. 
Lengths Available: 600mm, 800mm, 900mm, 1000mm,  
1100mm, 1200mm, 1300mm, 1500mm and 1800mm.
Depths Available: 300mm, 400mm, 500mm and 600mm 

Four tier bay 4NYM (length) (depth)
Example code: 1200mm x 400mm 4NYM 1200 400

Option 
Stainless steel posts (set of 4) 4SWMSSP

Product Code

  4SWM 1200 400

  4NYM 1200 400
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Santenay - Two tier catering trolley Santenay - Three tier catering trolley

Two tier stainless steel trolley. Trays feature stand up on all sides to help keep 
items secure. Delivered fully welded, eliminating the need for self-assembly. Braked 
castors fitted as standard.

Three tier stainless steel trolley. Trays feature stand up on all sides to help keep 
items secure. Delivered fully welded, eliminating the need for self-assembly. Braked 
castors fitted as standard.

Trolley two tier 
Small 776mm x 521mm x 924mm PLSMA2
Medium 821mm x 571mm x 970mm PLMED2
Large 921mm x 671mm x 970mm PLLAR2

 

Trolley three tier 
Small 776mm x 521mm x 924mm PLSMA3
Medium 821mm x 571mm x 970mm PLMED3
Large 921mm x 671mm x 970mm PLLAR3

 

Product Code Product Code

  PLSMA2   PLSMA3
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Narino - Coffee knock out drawer

Narino is a coffee knock out drawer with replaceable sleeved stainless steel knock 
out bar. It is strengthened underneath for use with heavy professional grinders or 
coffee machines to dispose of coffee grounds. The rubber-coated bar protects the 
filter holders from damage and can be ordered as a replacement item.

Narino coffee knock out drawer
Coffee knock out drawer DKNCKBX
Replacement knock bar DKDRBAR

Product Code

  DKNCKBX

  DKNCKBX

Hermitage - Clearing trolley

Single or double units available in 10 or 12 tier heights. Stainless steel or epoxy 
coated finishes. Designed to hold 460mm x 360mm trays. Unit is a fully welded 
high strength tubular frame, supplied complete with non-marking grey rubber tyres 
and two braked castors as standard. 

Tray Clearing Trolley - Single 
10 tier height, stainless steel finish  TCT110SS
12 tier height, stainless steel finish  TCT112SS
10 tier height, epoxy coat finish  TCT110MS
12 tier height, epoxy coat finish  TCT112MS

Tray Clearing Trolley - Double 
10 tier height, stainless steel finish  TCT210SS
12 tier height, stainless steel finish  TCT212SS
10 tier height, epoxy coat finish  TCT210MS
12 tier height, epoxy coat finish  TCT212MS

Product Code

  TCT110SS   TCT210SS



for Education
Environmentally friendly, hygienic and durable stainless 
steel washrooms are ideal for schools. Stainless steel offers 
numerous benefits for use in the education sector. Stainless 
steel is hygienic because it is so easy to clean, which makes 
it an ideal choice for school and other educational facilities. 
and college washrooms. It is the reason why stainless steel is 
used in applications where strict hygiene is required such as 
hospitals, laboratories and kitchens. 

Stainless steel has an inherent protective film which reforms 
immediately if the surface is damaged or scratched so reducing 
the appearance of blemishes. This makes it ideal for high traffic 
areas such as school washrooms. 

When used in washrooms stainless steel offers physical as 
well as aesthetic benefits and provides a purity and longevity 
of design rarely found in other materials. It is corrosion resistant 
which means that it won’t be affected by the surrounding 
environment. 
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  UR2100W

Krakow 2 -  
Bowl urinal waterless

  UR2100W

The Krakow 2 waterless bowl urinal has a waste 
with a  small silicone waste diaphragm allowing 
urine to pass through, stopping odours returning 
into the room. The cartridge diaphragm is lockable 
to prevent vandalism and is available as a spare 
part as well as the scented ball.

Krakow2 Waterless 
Single bowl urinal pack  
waterless system UR2100W 

Optional replacement parts
Cartridge diaphram UR2100CAST
Cartridge removal tool URWTOOL
Scented balls - 25 per pack URBALL

Product CodeProduct Code Product Code

  UR2100RE   UR2100TI

  UR2100TI  UR2100RE

A wall mounted bowl urinal featuring modern lines 
that complement Pland’s WCs and privacy panels. 
The Krakow 2 rear inlet is a robust design that is 
anti-vandal and easy to clean. Supplied with  
P trap, waste and flexible stainless steel rear inlet 
connection.

A wall mounted bowl urinal featuring modern lines 
that complement Pland’s WCs and privacy panels. 
The Krakow 2 top inlet is a robust design that is 
anti-vandal and easy to clean. Supplied with  
P trap, waste and flexible stainless steel top inlet 
connection. 

Krakow 2 single bowl urinal pack
Single bowl urinal pack  
rear inlet pipe work  UR2100

Krakow 2 range sets
Range of 1 complete with  
sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100P1
Range of 2 complete with  
sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100P2
Range of 3 complete with  
sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100P3
Range of 4 complete with  
sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100P4

Krakow 2 single bowl urinal pack
Single bowl urinal pack  
top inlet pipe work  UR2100TI

Krakow 2 range sets
Range of 1 complete with  
sparge pipe and cistern  UR2100TI-P1
Range of 2 complete with  
sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100TI-P2
Range of 3 complete with  
sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100TI-P3
Range of 4 complete with  
sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100TI-P4

Krakow 2 -  
Bowl urinal top inlet

Krakow 2 -  
Bowl urinal rear inlet

Education
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Calvi 2 - Back to wall WC pan

The Calvi 2 is a fully shrouded back to wall stainless steel WC, which secures via a 
stainless steel mounting plate with Allen screws.  
Measures 360mm x 400mm x 535mm.

Calvi 2 back to wall WC pan
Calvi 2 WC pan, Rear inlet, P trap URV135 

Option s
Seat and cistern options available. See page 154.

Product Code

  URV135

  URV135

Dusseldorf - Privacy Panel

Wall mounted privacy panel, manufactured from 1.5mm thickness stainless steel 
and 3mm fixing bracket.

Dusseldorf privacy Panel
Dusseldorf single division with fittings UR1200DIV

Product Code

  UR1200DIV

  UR1200DIV

Education
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Jonzac  
Wall mount drink fountain

Jonzac  
Adult drinking fountain

Jonzac  
Junior drinking fountain

Jonzac is a wall mounted drinking fountain. 
Complete with push button water bubbler tap 
with protected nozzle, to minimise direct contact.  
Shown with optional glass filler*.

Jonzac is an adult floor mounted drinking fountain. 
Complete with push button water bubbler tap with 
protected nozzle, to minimise direct contact.

The addition of the full length shroud give the 
advantage of both supply and waste pipe work can 
be concealed for a clean looking instalation. 

The jonzac junior drinking fountain is just the same 
as the adult but with a shorter shroud and overall 
height improving accessibility for young children.

Jonzac wall mounted  
drinking fountain
257mm x 350mm x 125mm SAN171

Jonzac tap options
Chrome plated bubbler tap TP1012
Chrome plated glass filler *TP1102

Jonzac floor mounted adult  
drinking fountain
257mm x 350mm x 900mm SAN172

Jonzac tap options
Chrome plated bubbler tap TP1012
Chrome plated glass filler TP1102

Jonzac floor mounted junior  
drinking fountain
257mm x 350mm x 700mm SAN172J

Jonzac tap options
Chrome plated bubbler tap TP1012
Chrome plated glass filler TP1102

Product Code Product Code Product Code

  SAN171   SAN172   SAN172J

  SAN171   SAN172   SAN172J
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Kazan  
Drinking fountain bubbler

Saar  
Glass Filler

Bourne
Drinking fountain

The Kazan is a brass chrome plated bubbler tap 
that projects an arc of water, this allows the user 
to drink the water without putting their mouth to 
the tap. See Jonzac for example in use.

The Saar glass filler is an hygienic extra to a 
drinking fountain. It allows the user to refill 
bottles and cups when needed, offering maximum 
recyclability. The swan neck spout will fit almost 
any type of cup or bottle.

This product contributes to the re use of water 
bottles, helping to protect the environment.

Bourne is a fully shrouded wall mounted drinking 
fountain and so ideal for schools and colleges, with 
access panel underneath. Supplied with push button 
bubbler tap*.

Kazan drinking fountain bubbler tap
Bubbler tap TP1012

Saar drinking fountain glass filler
Glass filler TP1102

Bourne drinking fountain
360mm x 365mm x 250mm UR2200F

Bourne tap options
Chrome plated bubbler tap *TP1012
Chrome plated glass filler TP1102

Product Code Product CodeProduct Code

  TP1012   TP1102  UR2200F

  TP1012   TP1102  UR2200F
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Malaga - Wash trough

Satin finish handwash units for 2, 3 or 4 persons. Supplied complete 
with 120mm spouts and chromium plated waste. Knee or foot operated 
valves, electronic sensor operation, half or full shroud and can be 
supplied with back to back variants available on request.

Malaga handwash unit
550mm length HWU0550
1100mm length HWU1100
1600mm length HWU1600

Product Code

  HWU1600

  HWU1600
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Madeira - Wash trough

Satin finish handwash units for 1, 2 or 3 persons. Supplied complete 
with 120mm spouts and chromium plated waste. Knee or foot operated 
valves available or sensor operation, Half or full shroud and back to 
back variants available on request. Central waste outlets on sizes up 
to 1830mm. Handed outlets on 2440mm and above.

Madeira handwash unit - Standard
1 person - length 620mm SAN069-620TL
2 person - length 1220mm SAN069-1220TL
3 person - length 1830mm SAN069-1830TL
4 person - length 2440mm SAN069-2440TLL/R
5 person - length 3050mm SAN069-3050TLL/R

Madeira handwash unit - With splashback
1 person - length 620mm SAN071-620SB
2 person - length 1220mm SAN071-1220SB
3 person - length 1830mm SAN071-1830SB
4 person - length 2440mm SAN071-2440SBL/R
5 person - length 3050mm SAN071-3050SBL/R

Madeira handwash unit - Knee operation kit
1 person - length 620mm SAN069-620KP
2 person - length 1220mm SAN069-1220KP
3 person - length 1830mm SAN069-1830KP
4 person - length 2440mm SAN069-2440KPL/R
5 person - length 3050mm SAN069-3050KPL/R

Madeira handwash unit - Sensor operation kit
1 person - length 620mm SAN069-620SP
2 person - length 1220mm SAN069-1220SP
3 person - length 1830mm SAN069-1830SP
4 person - length 2440mm SAN069-2440SPL/R
5 person - length 3050mm SAN069-3050SPL/R

Tap Option
Irwell basin mounted mixer tap (shown) TP1200

Leg Option
Optional leg and bearer SC63/WT/MU

Product Code

  SAN069-1200TL

  Madeira

Education
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Venice - Circular washstation

  WP613OS   WP612OS

  Foot Operated Tap   Hand Operated Tap
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  Conical Support - WP6120HC

Education

Venice circular wash station, with radiused outer edge, supplied on a pedestal with 
service access panel. The centre column contains a large refillable soap tank with 
plungers and features either hand operation with non concussive taps, foot operated 
faucets or sensor operation faucets.

Suitable for schools, colleges, service stations and communal washroom 
environments the unit is pre-plumbed and fitted with a thermostatic mixer valve 
and a pressure reducing valve making the unit easier to install and commission. 
The base can be straight or conical shaped and the soap tank takes any standard 
liquid soap.

We recommend sensor taps for Venice washstations because the ‘no touch’ 
technology improves hygiene by reducing the spread of germs and bacteria and 
also add to BREEAM points for the building. They are also highly effective in saving 
water and thus reduce costs in use. Sensor taps also prevent scalding because 
water temperature can be set using the thermostatic mixer valve.

Hand washing areas should be an extension of the circulation space and may be 
unisex. Experience has shown this reduces the opportunity for anti-social behaviour; 
the Venice washstation has proved to be an ideal product in these areas.

Venice circular washstation - Straight support base
4-6 person - Hand operated WP6120H
6-8 person - Hand operated WP6130H
4-6 person - Sensor operated WP6120S
6-8 person - Sensor operated WP6130S
4-6 person - Foot operated WP6120F
6-8 person - Foot operated WP6130F

Venice circular washstation - Conical support base
4-6 person - Hand operated WP6120HC
6-8 person - Hand operated WP6130HC
4-6 person - Sensor operated WP6120SC
6-8 person - Sensor operated WP6130SC
4-6 person - Foot operated WP6120FC
6-8 person - Foot operated WP6130FC

Product Code

  Venice - Straight Support   Venice - Conical Support
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Tirana - Shower tray

Tirana shower tray 700mm x 700mm x 55mm deep, with 38mm chromium plated 
flush grating waste outlet. One piece deepdrawn with round internal corners and 
sides turned down. Internal dimpled finish on base. Waste located in corner position. 
Optional support frame and facing panels to give 150mm height on request. 

Tirana shower tray 
700mm x 700mm x 55mm SH3010

Options
Support frame SH3010F
Fascia panel SH3010FP

Product Code

  SH3010

  SH3010

Avignon - Automatic washstation

Where space is limited the Avignon provides an effective and efficient solution that 
is both durable and secure. Avignon is recessed and can be mounted at a variety 
of heights so that children of all ages can use the facility. It provides a complete 
handwash facility in a durable brushed stainless steel unit. Using modern sensor 
technology Avignon dispenses soap and water and includes an integrated warm air 
hand dryer. Maintenance access is from front or rear with lockable security. 

This product is WRAS approved.

Avignon automatic recessed washstation
Automatic recessed washstation SAN1053

Product Code

  SAN1053

  SAN1053
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Corby
Shower head

Grantham
Time flow valve

The Corby is of robust construction making it 
suitable for use in schools, hospitals, sports and 
leisure facilities and other areas where there is a 
risk of misuse.

High polished chrome plated finish with concealed 
in wall fixing and concealed or exposed fixing 
connection.

Grantham concelaed time flow shower control. 
Water conservation is essential and in some public 
establishments where multiple water outlets are 
used, the Pland range of Time Flow Control are an 
eco-friendly, stylish and economical solution to 
the problem of water wastage. Simple to operate, 
closes automatically with non-concussive operation 
to save water. Operating pressure range of 0.1 
to 5 bar.

Corby anti-vandal shower head 
Corby anti-vandal shower head SHV003

Grantham time flow valve 
Grantham time flow valve SHV004

Product Code Product Code

  SHV003   SHV004

  SHV003   SHV004

Southwell
Thermostatic control

The Southwell delivers a shower which is suitable 
for any user, regardless of their sight or dexterity. 
Sequential control shower valve for combined control 
of temperature and flow. Suitable for use with unvented 
supplies, combi boilers, gravity and mains pressure 
systems. Fail safe on hot and cold supplies, Operating 
pressure range of 0.1 to 5 bar and WRAS, TMV3 
scheme approved

Southwell concealed thermostatic  
control valve 
Southwell concealed thermostatic  
control valve SHV016

Product Code

  SHV016

  SHV016
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Hexham+
Hand dryer

The Hexham+ represents the next generation of 
fast drying energy efficient hand dryers designed 
with the environment in mind. It has exceptional 
drying performance coupled with the lowest noise 
levels in its class. The ultimate in modern hand 
drying the new Hexham+ is perfect for all high 
traffic applications with reduced power consumption 
of less than 1.5kw @ 230 volts. Making it 
altoghether a genuinely responsible choice.

Hexham+ hand dryer sensor type 
Hexham+ hand dryer sensor type SAN0132

Product Code

  SAN0132

  SAN0132

Askern
Recessed towel dispenser 

Askern provides space saving benefits by being 
recessed and has the facility to dispense different 
sizes of concertina or interleaved paper towels. 
The Askern can be adjusted to take most sizes 
of paper hand towel and has a capacity of 500 
sheets. Manufactured in tough stainless steel the 
unit is fitted with a lock for extra security.

Askern recessed towel dispenser  
Recessed towel dispenser  SAN1049

Product Code

  SAN1049

  SAN1049

Fixby
Recessed warm air dryer

Fixby is a high performance warm hand air dryer in 
a durable stainless steel recessed enclosure. Infrared 
sensors are built into the air outlet to provide automatic 
operation; the dryer switches on when hands are placed 
under outlet and switches off when they are moved 
away. The Fixby has a brushed stainless cover and 
zinc plated steel backplate. In operation it generates a 
sound level of 76 dB and has a power rating of 2.6kW 
at a speed of 4650 rpm. 

Fixby recessed warm air dryer 
Recessed warm air dryer SAN1050

Product Code

  SAN1050

  SAN1050
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Baildon
Towel dispenser

The Baildon accommodates both concertina and 
multifold paper hand towels. The visual indicator 
shows the paper level helping to ensure supply 
need never run out. Baildon not only protects the 
paper from soiling but its robust construction 
resists vandalism. Holds 750 sheets of paper hand 
towels. The unit measures 250mm wide, 110mm 
deep and 363mm high. 

Baildon 
Towel dispenser SAN1052

Product Code

  SAN1052

  SAN1052

Holbeck
Midi-jumbo roll dispenser

Holbeck is a stylish stainless steel jumbo dispenser 
which accommodates a variety of paper cores 
from 48mm up to 76mm. Each unit incorporates 
a mounting bracket to fix to the wall and a key 
locking mechanism. Nominal roll diameter is 
260mm (12 inches) and the width is 100mm.

Holbeck midi-jumbo roll dispenser 
308mm diameter x 114mm SAN1044

Product Code

  SAN1044

  SAN1044

Cherwell
Flat tissue holder

Cherwell is a robust metal dispenser designed 
for easy filling. It is appropriate for unsupervised 
locations and to suit all budgets, it can be used 
with a choice of premium or recycled paper. With 
a capacity of 1000 standard sheets or 500 high 
quality premium sheets. The Cherwell measures 
137mm wide, 111mm deep and is 221mm high.

Cherwell flat tissue holder 
137mm x 111mm x 221mm SAN1045

Product Code

  SAN1045

  SAN1045
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101mm max.

70mm 

64mm

51mm Ø   

21mm Ø 

127mm to 227mm

64mm to 83mm

Dudley
Soap Dispenser 

Countertop or basin soap dispenser with 100mm 
spout. 0.5 litre capacity. Depress piston for 
measured amount of liquid soap. Fills from top 
by unlocking and withdrawing piston and spout 
assembly using special key provided.

Dudley Soap Dispenser  
Dudley Soap Dispenser  SAN6324

Product Code

  SAN6324

  SAN6324

Gildersome
Three roll dispenser

This lockable, sturdy and durable dispenser enables 
storage of up to three standard toilet rolls with a 
refill facility ensuring a constant supply. Reserve 
rolls are held out of contact with the rotatable roll 
in use and may be brought into position for use 
with a simple finger push.

Gildersome three roll dispenser 
399mm x 125.5mm x 127mm SAN1046

Product Code

  SAN1046

  SAN1046

Honley
Soap dispenser 

With a large full litre capacity and push action 
dispense the Honley is properly specified for use in 
schools and colleges. Its stylish brushed stainless 
steel finish means it complements Pland’s other 
washroom fittings. Honley’s all stainless steel cover 
hinges forward to give easy access to the refillable 
reservoir and incorporates a key lock with snap 
shut closing for easy filling.

Honley soap dispenser  
265mm x 100mm x 95mm SAN1047

Product Code

  SAN1047

  SAN1047
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Morley
Waste bin 

Morley is a vandal resistant 30 litre waste bin 
constructed from high quality brushed stainless 
steel. It features an innovative bag holder which 
keeps the bag securely within the bin. The bin is 
secured to the wall with concealed hex headed 
bolts which offer a good degree of security, 
especially against opportunist theft.

Morley Waste bin  
644mm x 355mm x 165mm SAN1048

Product Code

  SAN1048

  SAN1048

  Falkirk Mirror

Stainless steel mirror drilled for screws or 
mounting studs as required. Other sizes and shapes 
available. Available without drilling on request.

Falkirk mirror
300mm x 450mm SAN122.300.450
600mm x 300mm SAN122.600.300
600mm x 450mm SAN122.600.450

Option
Bespoke sizes on request.  
Please state length/height SAN122.length.height

Product Code

Falkirk
Mirror

Tingley
Recessed waste bin

Tingley is a highly space efficient product with an 
integral plastic liner. It has a capacity of 25 litres 
and incorporates an integrated magnetic catch to 
retain the cover. The Tingley waste bin can be wall 
mounted or cavity recessed and has a brushed 
stainless cover and zinc plated steel backplate.

Tingley recessed waste bin
Recessed waste bin SAN1051

Product Code

  SAN1051

  SAN1051
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Trent - Touch sensor tap

Trent is a basin mounted touch senor tap. It is available with battery or mains 
operated power time control. The self closing fitting avoids the risk of taps being 
left on and together with that allows the user to open and close the faucet according 
to their needs. With a 20 second factory preset, installation or maintenance staff 
can easily change this time manually according to the needs of the user. Running 
time adjustment is not accessible to the end users. Water will start to flow when the 
user touches the upper cap and will run for 20 second or until the user presses the 
cap again. Filter included.

Trent basin mounted touch sensor tap
Basin mounted touch sensor tap - Battery operated TP1082
Basin mounted touch sensor tap - Mains operated TP1109

Product Code

  TP1082

  TP1082

Tweed wall mounted infrared sensor tap
Battery - Length 125mm  TP2001
Battery - Length 190mm TP2002
Mains - Length 137mm TP2003
Mains - Length 205mm TP2004
Mains - Length 225mm, mixer with side temperature control TP2005

Tweed - Sensor taps

The Tweed is a range of electronic sensor taps and can either be Mains or 
Battery operated. Battery versions have a 6v Lithium battery, Solenoid valve and 
control integrated into the tap body, Spout lengths can be 120mm or 190mm. 
Mains version have separate Control box, ½” solenoid valve and 230/12v power 
supply, Spout lengths can be 137/183mm or 205/250mm. All have Infrared 
detection and have an Anti-Legionella 45 sec duty flush 24 hours after last use.

Product Code

  TP1068

  TP1068



for Healthcare
Stainless steel, with its impervious and non-toxic surface, 
has the characteristic of being quick and easy to clean.  
This attribute makes it the ideal choice for fixtures 
and fittings for hospital and healthcare projects. As 
manufacturers of a comprehensive range of hospital and 
healthcare products, Pland can offer technical advice 
to architects, consulting engineers and all those 
concerned with the specification and selection of hospital 
sanitaryware and fittings. Pland’s range of healthcare 
products comprises standard items designed for 
healthcare use and washbasins and other products 
specifically designed to comply with Health Technical 
Memoranda (HTM) 63 and 64. Pland healthcare 
products are available in two grades of austenitic 
stainless steel, 304 and 316. 304 is the standard 
grade and is appropriate for most healthcare 
applications. 316 is a higher quality material and 
is available on request. It is usually specified for 
particular applications such as where stronger 
cleaning agents are necessary.
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Jersey hospital sinktops comply with HTM64 (Sanitary assemblies) and 
are used extensively in hospitals, clinics, surgeries, nursing homes and 
accident units. Jersey sinktops (except 1000mm) have polished bowls 
measuring 533mm x 381mm, 200mm deep (0.92mm thickness) and 
drainers (1.2mm thickness) and are supplied with softwood subframe or 
stainless steel underframes, sound deadening pads and integral earth tag to 
BS 4190. Sinktops have a standard 50mm turndown for wall installation or 
freestanding plus safety return to front edge. Tapholes at 180mm or 200mm 
centres. Supplied with overflow as standard.

Jersey single bowl, single drainer
1000mm sinktop, left hand drainer, 
bowl 508mm x 356mm x 255mm deep IHSH1000L
1000mm sinktop, right hand drainer, 
bowl 508mm x 356mm x 255mm deep IHSH1000R
1200mm sinktop, left hand drainer, 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm deep  IHSH1200L
1200mm sinktop, right hand drainer 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm deep IHSH1200R
1500mm sinktop, left hand drainer, 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm deep IHSH1500L
1500mm sinktop, right hand drainer, 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm deep IHSH1500R

Jersey single bowl, double drainer
1500mm sinktop, bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm deep IHSHM1500
1800mm sinktop, bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm deep   IHSHM1800

Jersey double bowl, single drainer
1800mm sinktop, left hand drainer, 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm deep IHSHD1800L
1800mm sinktop, right hand drainer, 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm deep IHSHD1800R

Jersey double bowl, double drainer
2400mm sinktop, bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm deep  IHSHMD2400

Options
Stainless steel legs and bearer bracket (each) SC63/7/MU

Waste fittings
1 ½" BSP waste - no overflow WK0075
1 ½" BSP waste - with overflow WK0187
1 ½" BSP waste - with overflow for 250mm deep bowls WK0312

Product Code

Jersey - HTM64 Sit-on sink tops

  IHSH1200R

  IHSH1000R
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Ibiza inset hospital sinktops are widely used in hospitals, public and 
private clinics, surgeries, nursing homes and accident units. Ibiza 
sinktops have polished bowls measuring 432mm x 356mm, 180mm 
deep (0.92mm thickness) and drainers (0.92mm thickness) and 
include sound deadening pads, integral earth tag to BS 4190 and 
fixing clips. Tapholes at 180mm or 200mm centres. Supplied with 
overflow as standard. Please note SD1050 models feature a 508mm x 
356mm x 250mm deep bowl. Non standard options available.

Ibiza single bowl, single drainer
923mm x 500mm, left hand drainer DI0950SL
923mm x 500mm, right hand drainer DI0950SR
1028mm x 500mm, left hand drainer SD1050SL-10
1028mm x 500mm, right hand drainer SD1050SR-10
1028mm x 500mm, left hand drainer, deep bowl DI1050SL
1028mm x 500mm, right hand drainer, deep bowl DI1050SR

Ibiza single bowl, double drainer
1364mm x 500mm, double drainer DI1450SD

Ibiza double bowl, single drainer
1364mm x 500mm, left hand drainer DI1450DL
1364mm x 500mm, right hand drainer DI1450DR

Ibiza double bowl, double drainer
1828mm x 533mm, double drainer JI1853DD
250 bowl available on request

Waste fittings
1 ½" BSP waste - no overflow WK0075
1 ½" BSP waste - with overflow WK0187
1 ½" BSP waste - with overflow for 250mm deep bowls WK0312

Product Code

Ibiza - Inset hospital sinktops

  DI1050SL

  DI0950SR
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Sicily is a range of sit-on hospital sinks to the size and profile 
as specified by HTM63 (Fitted storage systems). With a 550mm 
projection, Sicily sinktops have a 55mm deep front edge with a safe 
bullnose profile and 50mm rear upstand. Sicily sinktops are supplied 
with pressed drainers, sound deadening pads, integral earth tag and 
tapholes at 180mm or 200mm centres. Sinktops are supplied with 
either a wood underframe to facilitate fixing to cabinets or a metal 
underframe when ordered with optional legs or brackets.

Sicily 550 Single bowl, single drainer
1000mm sinktop. Left hand drainer HS1055SL63
1000mm sinktop. Right hand drainer HS1055SR63

Sicily 550 Single bowl, double drainer
1200mm sinktop HS1255SD63
1600mm sinktop HS1655SD63
1800mm sinktop HS1855SD63

Options
Stainless steel legs and bearer bracket (each) SC63/5/MU
Brackets SHB0550L/R
Leg supports SHLG0600

Waste fittings
1 1/2” BSP 86mm flange plug and chain,  
3” tail brass chrome plated WK0431
1 ½” BSP 86mm flange and overflow assembly,  
3” tail brass chrome plated WK0433
1 ½” BSP flush grated waste 70mm flange,  
3 ½” tail brass chrome plated WK0442
1 ½” BSP waste and overflow assembly,  
3 ½” tail brass chrome plated WK0388
1 ½” BSP white plastic bottle trap WK0402
1 ¼” BSP white plastic bottle trap WK0404

Product Code

Sicily 550 - HTM63 sit-on sinktops 550mm projection

  HS1055SR63

  HS1055SL63
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Sicily is a range of sit-on hospital sinks to the size and profile 
as specified by HTM63 (Fitted storage systems). With a 650mm 
projection, Sicily sinktops have a 55mm deep front edge with a safe 
bullnose profile and 50mm rear upstand. Sicily sinktops are supplied 
with pressed drainers, sound deadening pads, integral earth tag and 
tapholes at 180mm or 200mm centres. Sinktops are supplied with 
either a wood underframe to facilitate fixing to cabinets or a metal 
underframe when ordered with optional legs or brackets.

Sicily 650 Single bowl, single drainer
1000mm sinktop, left hand drainer, 
bowl 508mm x 356mm x 180mm HS1065SL63
1000mm sinktop, right hand drainer, 
bowl 508mm x 356mm x 180mm HS1065SR63
1200mm sinktop, left hand drainer, 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm HS1265SL63
1200mm sinktop, right hand drainer, 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm HS1265SR63
1500mm sinktop, left hand drainer, 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm HS1565SL63
1500mm sinktop, right hand drainer, 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm HS1565SR63

Sicily 650 single bowl, double drainer
1500mm sinktop, bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm HS1565SD63
1800mm sinktop, bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm HS1865SD63

Sicily 650 Double bowl, single drainer
1800mm sinktop, left hand drainer, 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm HS1865DL63
1800mm sinktop, right hand drainer, 
bowl 533mm x 381mm x 200mm HS1865DR63

Options
Stainless steel legs and bearer bracket (each) SC63/6/MU
Brackets SHB0600L/R
Leg supports SHLG0600

Waste fittings
Please refer to page opposite (Pg. 60) for waste and trap options

Product Code

Sicily 650 - HTM63 sit-on sinktops 650mm projection

  HS1265SR63

  HS1265SL63
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HS1260DN

700mm

Versatile single or double bowl sinks without overflow that can be wall mounted. 
Bowls measure 508mm x 356mm. Supplied on cantilever brackets with sound 
deadening pads, rimmed edges with 50mm turndown.

Satin finish traditional 2205mm x 700mm rectangular bath supplied with 38mm 
chromium plated waste and overflow and two end tapholes. Alternative sizes to suit 
your room dimensions available on request.

Sark single bowl
600mm x 600mm HS0660SN

Sark double bowl
1200mm x 600mm HS1260DN

Taps available
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88

Hanover flotation bath
2205mm x 700mm  SH2920

Legs
Leg frame option SH2900LS

Panels
Side panel SH2900LP
End panel SH2900SP

Product Code Product Code

Sark - HTM64 Healthcare sink Hanover - Flotation bath

  HS0660SN   SH2920

  HS0660SN   SH2920
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FITTED WITH ACCESS
PANEL IN SHROUD
400 X 200

PIERCED TO SUIT 
1 1/2" BSP OUTLET

PIERCED TO SUIT 
1 1/4" BSP OUTLET
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Samoa is a free standing combination of washbasin and bucket sink. 
Supplied with adjustable feet, hinged grid, polished bowl, monobloc 
swivel mixer tap and waste kit. Rear leg inset allows for pipework and 
services, unit can be wall mounted with joggle strip and fixing holes. 
Legs are removable. Complete with basin waste access panel. 
WRAS Approved tap with copper tails.

Samoa HTM64 janitorial unit
Janitorial unit supplied with tap JU5060
Janitorial unit supplied without tap JU5060-16

Taps
Chilt lever action mixer tap, WRAS approved, chrome finish TP1073

Options
Flexi tails/PEX hoses FLEXIT

Product Code

Samoa - HTM64 Janitorial unit

  JU5060

  JU5060
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1½" BSP outlet
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Penang plaster sinks are designed for use in hospitals and other 
areas where casting materials are prepared and soaked. Available with 
single or double drainers, Penang plaster sinks feature a deep drawn, 
brush finished 533mm x 381mm bowl with a round sump and no 
overflow. Supplied with removable perforated stainless steel strainer 
basket, close fitting cover with recessed handle, fitted with sound 
deadening pads and integral earth tag. Sinktops have plain drainers, 
anti-drip mouldings and 50mm turndown. Overflow piercing available 
on request.

Penang single bowl, single drainer
1200mm x 600mm plaster sink, left hand drainer HP1260SL
1200mm x 600mm plaster sink, right hand drainer HP1260SR
1500mm x 600mm plaster sink, left hand drainer HP1560SL
1500mm x 600mm plaster sink, right hand drainer HP1560SR

Penang single bowl, double drainer
1800mm x 600mm plaster sink HP1860SD
2400mm x 600mm plaster sink HP2460SD

Options
Stainless steel legs and bearer bracket (each) SC63/7/MU
Brackets SHB0600L/R
Legs SHLG0600
Sediment receiver SP3024A
Replacement waste WK0075-70

Taps available
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88

Product Code

Penang - HTM64 plaster sink

  HP1260SR

  HP1260SL
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  UR2200

  UR2200

Shrouded handwash basin designed for high frequency public bathrooms which require 
both safety and hygiene. Round and conical shape ensures easy and quick cleaning. 
Overall size 360mm x 365mm x 250mm. Supplied with tapholes on request.

Madison wall mounted basin
Madison wall mounted basin UR2200

Product Code

Madison - Wall mounted basin

Aruba inset plaster sink is designed for use in hospitals and other areas where 
casting materials are prepared and soaked. Aruba plaster sinks feature a deep drawn, 
brush finished 533mm x 381mm bowl with a round sump and no overflow. Supplied 
with removable perforated stainless steel strainer basket, close fitting cover with 
recessed handle and fitted with sound deadening pads and integral earth tag. Sinktops 
have plain drainers, anti-drip moulding. Overflow piercing available on request.

Aruba inset single bowl single drainer
1200mm x 600mm plaster sink, left hand drainer IHP1260SL
1200mm x 600mm plaster sink, right hand drainer IHP1260SR

Options
Sediment receiver SP3024A
Replacement waste WK0075-70

Taps available
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88

Product Code

Aruba - Inset plaster sink

  IHP1260SL

  IHP1260SR
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Trinidad surgeons scrub up trough, manufactured from 1.5 <304> 
grade stainless steel with a highly polished finish and fully compliant 
to HTM64. Left hand or right hand integral 1½” Bsp outlet optional 
with standard lengths of 800mm, 1200mm, and 2400mm, although 
lengths between 600mm and 3400mm can be produced. Please speak 
to any member of our sales team for your non-standard requirements.

Trinidad scrub-up trough 
800mm HSUT0800L/R
1200mm HSUT1200L/R
1600mm HSUT1600L/R
2400mm HSUT2400L/R

Accessories (See pages 68-69)
Trap cover HSHROUD
Bonchard wall mounting bracket OPA1002
Pella soap dispenser OPA1001
Honshu disinfection timer OPA1005
Tortuga brush dispenser OPA1003
Tasmania scrub brush OPA1004
Borneo scrub brush collector OPA1006

Tweed wall mounted sensor tap
Single station surgeons scrub-up tap TP1068
Two station surgeons scrub-up tap TP1069
Three station surgeons scrub-up tap TP1070

Taps available
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88

Product Code

Trinidad - HTM64 Scrub up trough

  HSUT0800R

  HSUT0800R
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Abaco is a European style scrub sink with fully concealed trap and 
services inside a shroud with an access panel to the front. The rear 
up stand is tall enough to incorporate taps, soap dispensers and 
scrubbing brush holders (See pages 68 - 69).

Abaco 
800mm Eurpean style scrub sink ESUT0800L/R
1600mm Eurpean style scrub sink ESUT1600L/R
2400mm Eurpean style scrub sink ESUT2400L/R

Accessories (See pages 68-69)
Bonchard wall mounting bracket OPA1002
Pela soap dispenser OPA1001
Honshu disinfection timer OPA1005
Tortuga brush dispenser OPA1003
Tasmania scrub brush OPA1004
Borneo scrub brush collector OPA1006

Taps available
Tweed single station wall mount surgeons scrub-up sensor tap TP1068 
Tweed two station wall mount surgeons scrub-up sensor tap TP1069 
Tweed three station wall mount surgeons scrub-up sensor tap TP1070
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88 

*Photo shown with optional Pela Soap Dispenser OPA1001  
 (See page 68)

Product Code

Abaco - European style scrub sink

  ESUTO800R* 

  ESUTO800R
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   OPA1005

Disinfection clock for use with surgical hand 
disinfection. Adjustable 1 – 16 minutes. Message 
by acoustic signal

Honshu disinfector timer
Disinfector timer  OPA1005

Product Code

Honshu
Disinfection timer

   OPA1005

Soap, disinfectant and lotion dispenser, short 
stainless steel operating lever for operation by ball 
of the thumb, with exchangeable pump. Volume 
is 500ml, modular system, dishwasher-proof and 
autoclavable.

Pela soap and disinfectant dispenser
500 ml OPA1001

Product Code

Pela
Soap dispenser

  OPA1001

  OPA1001

  OPA1002

Bonchard wall-mounting stainless-steel bracket, for 
one or three glove dispensers and one 500ml soap 
or disinfectant dispenser. Pre-mounted dispenser 
wall plate for Pela soap dispensers. More versions 
available upon request. Adjustable latch optional.

Bonchard
Bracket system for glove dispenser OPA1002

Product Code

Bonchard
Wall mounting bracket

  OPA1002

Healthcare
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   OPA1003    OPA1006   OPA1004

Brush dispenser for the medical area for approx. 
10 or more sterilizible hand brushes. With 
detachable holder for wall mounting, brush 
dispenser and wall holder are autoclavable.

Designed to take used hand brushes. For wall 
mounting and easily detachable.

Sterilizible hand brushes.

Tortuga dispenser
Brush dispenser  OPA1003

Borneo collector
Scrub brush collector  OPA1006

Tasmania hand brush
Scrub brush  OPA1004

Product Code Product CodeProduct Code

Tortuga
Scrub brush dispenser

Borneo
Scrub brush collector

Tasmania
Scrub brush

   OPA1003    OPA1006   OPA1004

Healthcare
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Wall mounted solid and liquid waste disposal unit with continuous 
flushing rim. Supplied with sound deadening pads and earth tag. 
Waste traps and 75mm outlet available on request. (Top entry shown 
in Photo.)

Java slop hopper with drainer  
1000mm x 600mm x 366mm  
110mm diameter outlet, back entry  HD1060B110L/R
1000mm x 600mm x 366mm  
110mm diameter outlet, top entry  HD1060T110L/R

Options
Cantilever brackets SHB0600L/R
Stainless steel legs (pair) SHLG0600
Stainless steel cistern - Lever flush CISTERN-L
Cistern connecting pipe - 500mm FALLPIPE 
Concealed high level plastic Cistern with Lever SAN1002
P-Trap - Polypropylene HT110P(P)
P-Trap - Stainless steel HT110P
S-Trap - Polypropylene HT110S(P)
S-Trap - Stainless steel HT110S
Waste strainer HOPPOG

Taps available
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88

Product Code

Java - HTM64 Slop hopper

  HD1060T110L

  HD1060T110L
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Hospital pattern wall mounted, combined slop hopper, sink and drainer 
which conforms to HTM64 (DU- H). Overall size 1600mm x 600mm 
with polished bowl 533mm x 381mm, 200mm deep. Supplied with 
sound deadening pads and earth tag. Waste, traps and 75mm outlet 
available on request.

Fiji combined slop hopper with sink and drainer 
Back entry 110mm diameter outlet,  
1600mm x 600mm x 366mm.  HC1660B110L/R
Top entry 110mm diameter outlet,  
1600mm x 600mm x 366mm.  HC1660T110L/R

Options
Cantilever brackets SHB0600L/R
Stainless steel legs (pair) SHLG0600
Stainless steel cistern - Lever flush CISTERN-L
Cistern connecting pipe - 500mm FALLPIPE
Concealed high level plastic Cistern with Lever SAN1002
P-Trap - Polypropylene HT110P(P)
P-Trap - Stainless steel HT110P
S-Trap - Polypropylene HT110S(P)
S-Trap - Stainless steel HT110S
Waste strainer HOPPOG

Taps available
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88

Product Code

Fiji - HTM64 Slop hopper

  HC1660B110L

  HC1660T110L
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Wall mounted solid and liquid waste disposal unit with continuous 
flushing rim and hinged bucket grating. Supplied with earth tag. Waste 
traps and 75mm outlet available on request.

Bali slop hopper 
Back entry 110mm diameter outlet,  
600mm x 600mm x 366mm HS0660B110
Top entry 110mm diameter outlet,  
600mm x 600mm x 366mm HS0660T110

Options
Cantilever brackets SHB0600L/R
Stainless steel legs SHLG0600
Stainless steel short legs SHLG0600SH
Stainless steel cistern - Lever flush CISTERN-L
Cistern connecting pipe - 500mm FALLPIPE
Concealed high level plastic cistern with lever SAN1002
P-Trap - Polypropylene HT110P(P)
P-Trap - Stainless steel HT110P
S-Trap - Polypropylene HT110S(P)
S-Trap - Stainless steel HT110S
Waste strainer HOPPOG
Exposed downpipe SAN1010
Plastic exposed fall pipe SAN1010-FALLPIPE

Waste, traps and 75mm outlet available on request.

Taps available
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88

Product Code

Bali - HTM64 Slop hopper

  HS0660B110

  HS0660T110
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600mm

700mm

Optional hinged grid

Optional Trap

rear inlet

Shrouded sluice with concealed fixings, 600mm x 700mm x 600mm.  
Back or top entry with Polypropylene P or S trap. 316 grade and hinged grid 
available on request. Shown with optional Grid.

Pland HTM64 sluice units have the following items available as optional extras:

Maui floor standing sluice 
Top entry 110mm outlet with Polypropylene P trap HP2650T110P
Back entry 110mm outlet with Polypropylene P trap HP2650B110P
Top entry 110mm outlet with Polypropylene S trap HP2650T110S
Back entry 110mm outlet with Polypropylene S trap HP2650B110S

Taps Available
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88

P Traps  
P Trap Polypropylene HT110P(P)
P Trap Stainless steel HT110P

S Traps  
S Trap Polypropylene HT110S(P)
S Trap stainless steel HT110S

Grates  
Removable outlet grating  HOPPOG

Product Code

Product Code

Maui - Floor standing slop hopper Melville  - Slop hopper accessories 

  HP2650B110P

  HT110S(P)

  HOPPOG

  HT110P

  HP2650T110P
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Pland HTM64 special endoscopy cleaning sinks manufactured from 
1.5mm 316 (1.4401) specification stainless steel. Designed primarily 
for the cleaning and rinsing of endoscopy equipment. Twin trough 
design to customer specific dimensions, available as a static, or 
with an electromechanical rise and fall mechanism. Typical design 
measures 2200mm x 750mm, with two troughs 1095mm x 300mm 
x 150mm deep, supplied with sound deadening pads and integral 
earth tag.

Mauritius
2200mm x 750mm, double trough, LH drainer STEN2275DL
2200mm x 750mm, double trough, RH drainer STEN2275DR
Upstanding waste and overflow tube, acid resistant CATU12

Options
Welded stand with optional drop on shelf and  
adjustable feet CUS2275-SPEC
Electro-mechanical rise and fall mechanism,  
wall mounted with adjustable feet for stability, 
supplied with flexi safety strip EMRF2275
Mechanical rise and fall mechanism with  
worm drive and winding handle MRF2275
Chrome plated, wall mounted hand held spray WC18WH
Ouse pre-wash tap with flexible hose TP1011
Pland waste connection kit for rise and fall mechanisms FLEXKIT2

Taps available
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88

Product Code

Mauritius - Twin trough endoscopy sink

  STEN2275DR

  STEN2275DR
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Endoscopy cleaning sinks. Double bowl with single handed drainer 
or double drainer double bowl formation. With or without tap holes 
as required by site conditions Stainless steel is 316 grade measure 
2200mm x 600mm. Double bowls measuring 508mm x 356mm 
x 180mm deep. Supplied complete with base units in 304 grade 
stainless steel, measuring 1500mm x 530mm with double sliding 
doors half back panel, and a 600mm x 530mm single cupboard with 
hinged door and options for locks. Also supplied with adjustable feet 
for levelling, sound deadening pads and earth tag. Other sizes are 
available on request.

Grenada 
2200mm x 600mm endoscopy double sink and single drainer  
with steel cupboard (1500mm sliding doors)  
and 600mm hinged door.  HSEN2260DL/R

Options
Chrome plated hand held spray WC18WH
600 hinged door stainless steel.    600HSL/R
Infill panel 100mm INFILL/S/100
1500 sliding door stainless steel  1500SS
Lock option.          PLOCK

Taps available
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88

Product Code

Grenada - Endoscopy sink

  HSEN2260DL

  HSEN2260DL
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The Stuttgart hospital range of cabinetry is manufactured from 1.2mm 
304 (1.4301) specification stainless steel. Designed primarily for 
use with Jersey HTM64 & Sicily HTM63 hospital sinks and worktops 
for the storage of consumables and equipment. Clean lines with 
hinged doors and supplied with adjustable feet on a square welded 
framework. Monocoque lightweight construction available with a range 
of handles and locks as an option. Typical sizes include 500mm, 
600mm, 900mm, 1000mm, 1200mm and 1500mm widths. Complete 
with D-handle and fixed middle shelf.

Base Units
500mm x 500mm Base hospital hinged doors 500BHHS/L/R
600mm x 500mm Base hospital hinged doors 600BHHS/L/R
1000mm x 530mm Base hospital hinged doors 1000BHHS
1200mm x 530mm Base hospital hinged doors 1200BHHS
1500mm x 530mm Base hospital hinged doors 1500BHHS

Monocoque base units
500 x 500 Base monocoque hinged doors 500BMHS/L/R
600 x 500 Base monocoque hinged doors 600BMHS/L/R
1000 x 530 Base monocoque hinged doors 1000BMHS
1200 x 530 Base monocoque hinged doors 1200BMHS
1500 x 530 Base monocoque hinged doors 1500BMHS

Options
Robust CAM lock for hinged doors PLOCK
Adjustable internal shelves BHHSSHELF
Gloss black ABS handle ABSHANDLE 
 
See Jersey and Sicily for range of hospital sinks and worktops.

Product Code

Stuttgart base units - Healthcare floor cabinets

  1200BHHS

  Stuttgart
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Hospital range of wall units, manufactured from 1.2mm 304 (1.4301) 
specification stainless steel. Designed primarily for use with Stuttgart 
hospital base units, for the storage of consumables and equipment. 
Clean lines with hinged doors and supplied with a welded framework. 
Monocoque light weight construction available with a range of handles 
and locks as an option. Typical sizes include 500mm, 600mm, 
900mm, 1000mm, 1200mm and 1500mm widths. Complete with D 
handle and 2 fixed shelves.

Wall units
500mm x 600mm Wall hospital hinged doors 500WHHS/L/R
600mm x 600mm Wall hospital hinged doors 600WHHS/L/R
1000mm x 530mm Wall hospital hinged doors 1000WHHS
1200mm x 530mm Wall hospital hinged doors 1200WHHS
1500mm x 530mm Wall hospital hinged doors 1500WHHS

Monocoque Wall Units
  
500mm x 500mm Wall monocoque hinged doors 500WMHS/L/R
600mm x 500mm Wall monocoque hinged doors 600WMHS/L/R
1000mm x 530mm Wall monocoque hinged doors 1000WMHS
1200mm x 530mm Wall monocoque hinged doors 1200WMHS
1500mm x 530mm Wall monocoque hinged doors  
(3 doors on 1500mm) 1500WMHS

Options
Robust CAM lock for hinged doors PLOCK
Adjustable internal shelves WHHSSHELF
Gloss black ABS handle ABSHANDLE
Special sloped tops (state size) SLOPEDTOP/1000 
 
See Jersey and Sicily for range of hospital sinks & worktops.

Product Code

  Mannheim

  Mannheim

Mannheim wall units - Healthcare wall cabinets
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Corsica - Height adjustable sink 

  HA1060SR
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  HA1060SR

The Corsica is primarily for use in recovery rooms that aid the recently disabled 
in adjusting to their new situation. The unit comes with a shallow bowl to allow for 
wheelchair access. This height adjustable unit is powered from a mains supply and 
has a 300mm range of motion controlled via the switches located on the front of 
the unit. A safety “bump” strip located on the valance prevents the unit’s downward 
movement if there is any obstruction.  The unit comes with feet as standard but the 
feet can be removed and the unit wall mounted.

Corsica height adjustable sink 
Mains supply powered adjustable sink right hand drainer HA1060SR
Mains supply powered adjustable sink left hand drainer HA1060SL

Taps available
Eden cranked bridge mixer tap (shown) TP1062
Healthcare taps See pages 80-88

Product Code
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The Bathurst is a disposable water filter that is protects against waterborne 
contaminants including Legionella spp. and Pseudomonas ssp. Includes a 
validated layer of sterilising grade filtration with integrated pre-filter fro 31 day 
use. The unit is fully recyclable and is compatible with common systemic heat 
and chemical disinfection. The benifits are as follows:

• Reduced risk of water associated nosocomial infection

• Documented performance, validated according to international requirements

• Bacteriostatic additives throughout housing materials, minimising risk of 
inadvertent cross contamination and retrograde contamination

• Added protection from cross-contamination

• Easy to use convenient and cost effective

Cartridge
Water filter for 60 days use – Tap smooth outlet  SANAQ31F1S2

Tap adaptor
22mm, female thread, non valved adaptor TAP22FN 
24mm, male thread, non valved adaptor TAP24MN
½” female thread non valved adaptor  TAP1/2FN
½” male thread non valved adaptor TAP1/2MN

Product Code

Bathurst - Legionella water filter tap and tap adaptors

  SANAQ31F1S2

  SANAQ31F1S2
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Dee
200mm wall mounted bib taps (pair) TP1005

  TP1005

Forth - Healthcare lever taps

A range of taps suited to healthcare installations.

Forth lever taps
½” high neck lever taps (pair) TP1004
Monobloc lever mixer tap TP1006

Product Code

  TP1006

  TP1004

  TP1006   TP1004   TP1005

Product Code

Wall mounted bib taps suited to healthcare installations. 200mm extension from 
wall with 150mm levers. For hospitals and clinical areas.

Dee - Wall mounted bib taps
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Tweed wall mounted infrared sensor tap
Battery - Length 125mm  TP2001
Battery - Length 190mm TP2002
Mains - Length 137mm TP2003
Mains - Length 205mm TP2004
Mains - Length 225mm, mixer with side temperature control TP2005

Tweed - Sensor taps Avon - Washbasin tap

The Tweed is a range of electronic sensor taps and can either be Mains or 
Battery operated. Battery versions have a 6v Lithium battery, Solenoid valve and 
control integrated into the tap body, Spout lengths can be 120mm or 190mm. 
Mains version have separate Control box, ½” solenoid valve and 230/12v power 
supply, Spout lengths can be 137/183mm or 205/250mm. All have Infrared 
detection and have an Anti-Legionella 45 sec duty flush 24 hours after last use.

The Avon is a single lever thermostatic washbasin mixer which is easy to remove 
for cleaning and descaling and has a smooth interior which reduces bacterial 
development. It also has progressive temperature control from cold water to 40°C. 
The increased spout height and length reduces retro-contamination and optimises 
hand washing.

TMV3 approved. Buildcert/D08    Spec. no. BC1002/0512

Avon
Washbasin tap   TP1125 

Product Code

Product Code

  TP1068

  TP1125

  TP1068

  TP1125
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Chilt - Lever action sink mixer 

Chilt is a basin mounted tap, with a ¼” turn ceramic disk for rapid on/off flow.  
With swivelling spout and divided flow. This tap is WRAS approved.

Chilt
Lever action sink mixer  TP1073

Product Code

  TP1073

  TP1073

Eden - Mixer taps

Eden is a cranked bridge mixer tap, with 150mm levers and a swan neck spout. 
This tap can be adujusted to suit both 180mm and 200mm tapholes centres.

Eden
Cranked bridge mixer tap TP1062
Wall mounted cranked mixer taps TP1118

Product Code

  TP1062

  TP1062
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Ember - Thermostatic wall tap Dore - Bioclip thermostatic wall tap 

The Ember is a dual control thermostatic wall-mounted tap with flow and 
temperature control.  
It includes a disposable plastic spout to prevent the spread of germs and bacteria. 
The body of the tap is encased in insulating material ensuring users cannot scald 
themselves. Options available:

• With STOP/PURGE connections • With standard connections

TMV3 approved Buildcert/DO8    Spec. no. BC591/0210.

The Dore, features the same thermostatic technology as the Ember but with a 
Bioclip brass spout that can be removed for cleaning and disinfection to prevent the 
spread of bacteria. Options available:

• With STOP/PURGE connections • With standard connections

TMV3 approved.  Buildcert/DO8    Spec. no. BC591/0210.

Ember thermostatic wall mounted tap
With STOP/PURGE connections  TP1136S
Dual control thermostatic tap   TP1136

Dore - dual control thermostatic wall mounted tap with bioclip
With STOP/PURGE connections  TP1137S
With standard connections  TP1137

Product Code Product Code

  TP1136   TP1137

  TP1136   TP1137
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Borneo - Sequential mixer tap 

The HTM64 Thermostatic Safe Touch Sequential mixer tap is designed specifically 
for use in hospitals, healthcare and commercial applications. The long sequential 
lever rotates through 180° and can be operated by the hand, wrist or elbow. 
Featuring ‘SafeTouch’ technology, the surface temperature is maintained below 42°C 
even around the hot inlet. Compliance with NHS model engineering specification 
D08 is assured with TMV3 approval.

Complies with HTM64 type TBH2a thermostatic control and fail safe on the hot and 
cold supplies Inline isolating ball valves. WRAS / TMV3 approved.

Borneo tap
Sequential wall mounted tap TP1146
Sequential deck mounted tap TP1147

Product Code

  TP1146

  TP1146

Dart - Thermostatic wall tap 

The Dart is the wall-mounted single lever thermostatic washbasin mixer with a 
Bioclip brass spout that can be easily removed for cleaning and descaling; it’s 
smooth interior reduces bacterial development. It also has progressive temperature 
control from cold water to 40°C.

TMV3 approved. Buildcert/D08    Spec. no. BC1107/1212

Dart - Single lever thermostatic wall mounted tap
With STOP/PURGE connections  TP1138S
With standard connections TP1138

Product Code

  TP1138

  TP1138
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Darwen - Electronic sensor tap 

The Darwen has the same hygienic features and benefits as the Derwent, though 
smaller in height at H.160 ideal for patient accommodation.

Darwen electronic sensor tap
Electronic sensor mixer tap, with copper tails as standard  TP1140
Removable/disposable plastic spout  TP1144 
With plastic spout  Available on request

Product Code

  TP1140

  TP1140

Derwent - Electronic sensor tap 

Derwent is an electronic sensor operated mixer with temperature control via the 
lever. Ideal for surgical washing protocols, its high spout H.300 ensures there is no 
splash back and the sensor control prevents the spread of any bacteria. Available 
with removable brass or Hostaform spout for easy cleaning and descaling. Fitted 
with Hostaform spout as standard, brass spout available as option.

Derwent electronic sensor tap
Electronic sensor mixer tap (Hostaform spout), with copper tails as standard TP1139
Removable/disposable plastic spout  TP1144 
With brass spout  Available on request

Product Code

  TP1139

  TP1139
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Esk - Lever operated mixer tap 

The Esk has the same hygienic features and benefits as the Fleet, though smaller 
in height at H.160 ideal for patient accommodation. Fitted with Hostaform spout as 
standard, brass spout available as option.

Esk lever operated mixer tap
Lever operated mixer tap (Hostaform spout), with copper tails as standard  TP1141
Removable/disposable plastic spout  TP1144 
With brass spout Available on request

Product Code

  TP1141

  TP1141

Fleet - Lever operated mixer tap 

Fleet is a lever operated mixer tap with temperature control. Can be elbow or wrist 
operated to avoid manually transmitted germs. Ideal for surgical washing protocols, 
its high spout H.300 ensures there is no splash back. Available with removable 
brass or Hostaform spout for easy cleaning and descaling. Fitted with Hostaform 
spout as standard, brass spout available as option.

Fleet lever operated mixer tap
Lever operated mixer tap (Hostaform spout), with copper tails as standard  TP1142
Removable/disposable plastic spout  TP1144 
With brass spout Available on request

Product Code

  TP1142

  TP1142
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Neet - Wall sensor tap Lune - Wall sensor tap

Neet is a mains connected sensor tap with a disposable spout. The tap is also 
equipped with an electronic duty flush to purge the system every 24 hours after it 
was last used.

Lune is a mains connected sensor tap with a removable brass spout that can be 
disconnected for cleaning and descaling to prevent the spread of bacteria. The tap 
is also equipped with an electronic duty flush to purge the system every 24 hours 
after it was last used.

Neet wall sensor tap with removable/disposable plastic spout
Mains connected disposable sensor tap  TP1143

Lune wall sensor tap with removable spout
Mains connected removable sensor tap  TP1145

Product Code Product Code

  TP1143   TP1145

  TP1143   TP1145



for Janitorial
Stainless steel’s physical strength and durability make it 
particularly appropriate for janitorial and building maintenance 
products. Compared to other materials such as ceramics, 
galvanised iron and plastics, stainless steel provides 
unparalleled longevity. This is especially relevant where 
products are being subjected to a tough and demanding life or 
where corrosive chemicals may be splashed around.

Pland’s range of janitorial products share stainless steel’s 
benefit of being easy to clean, a characteristic that makes it the 
ideal choice for janitorial equipment for hospital, catering and 
educational sectors.
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Janitorial
Tahiti - Bucket sinkAberdeen - Cleaners sink

The Tahiti bucket sink is a heavy duty sanitaryware unit, for use with buckets or 
food containers for rinsing and washing down. Wall mounted with two adjustable 
front feet, fixing brackets, hinged heavy gauge grid, stainless steel splashback.

Aberdeen cleaners sink with 250mm high splashback and bucket grating. Taking 
buckets or food containers for rinsing and washing down and the unit is anti-vandal. 
The sink is fixed to the wall with 4 suitable screws for the wall application through 
the back of the unit.

Tahiti bucket sink
Tahiti bucket sink SB0038ST

Taps
Lever action bib tap 3” levers TP1127
Non concussive wall mounted bib taps TP1051

Aberdeen cleaners sink
Aberdeen cleaners sink SAN5910

Taps
Lever action bib tap 3” levers TP1127
Non concussive wall mounted bib taps TP1051

Product CodeProduct Code

TP1127

TP1127

  SAN5910   SB0038ST

  SB0038ST  SAN5910
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Tulagi - Janitorial unit
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Janitorial
Samoa - HTM64 janitorial unit

Samoa is a free standing combination of washbasin and bucket sink. Supplied with 
adjustable feet, hinged grid, polished bowl, monobloc swivel mixer tap and waste kit. 
Rear leg is inset allowing for pipework and services, unit can be wall mounted with joggle 
strip and fixing holes. Legs are removable. Complete with basin waste access panel.

Samoa Janitorial Unit 
Samoa janitorial unit JU5060

Taps
Chilt TP1073

Product Code

  STS1001   JU5060

Tulagi is a catering style free standing combination washbasin and bucket sink. 
Supplied with adjustable feet, hinged grid, satin finished bowl, monobloc swivel 
mixer tap and waste kit.

Tulagi Janitorial Unit
Tulagi janitorial unit STS1001

Taps
Chilt TP1073

Product Code

  JU5060  STS1001
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Wall mounted, solid and liquid waste disposal unit with continuous 
flushing rim and hinged bucket grating. Supplied with earth tag.  
Waste traps and 75mm outlet available on request.

Bali slop hopper 
Back entry 110mm diameter outlet, 
160mm x 600mm x 366mm HS0660B110
Top entry 110mm diameter outlet, 
160mm x 600mm x 366mm HS0660T110

Options
Cantilever brackets SHB0600L/R
Stainless steel legs SHLG0600
Stainless steel short legs SHLG0600SH
Stainless steel cistern - lever flush CISTERN-L
Cistern connecting pipe - 500mm FALLPIPE
Concealed high level plastic cistern with lever SAN1002
P-trap - polypropylene HT110P(P)
P-trap - stainless steel HT110P
S-trap - polypropylene HT110S(P)
S-trap - stainless steel HT110S

Waste, traps and 75mm outlet available on request.

Product Code

Bali - HTM64 slop hopper

Janitorial

  HS0660B110

  HS0660T110
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Janitorial

Hospital pattern wall mounted, combined slop hopper, sink and drainer 
which conforms to HTM64 (DU- H). Overall size 1600mm x 600mm 
with polished bowl 533mm x 381mm, 200mm deep. Supplied with 
sound deadening pads and earth tag. Waste, traps and 75mm outlet 
available on request.

Fiji combined slop hopper with sink and drainer 
Back entry 110mm diameter outlet, 
1600mm x 600mm x 366mm HC1660B110L/R
Top entry 110mm diameter outlet, 
1600mm x 600mm x 366mm HC1660T110L/R

Options
Cantilever brackets SHB0600L/R
Stainless steel legs SHLG0600
Stainless steel short legs SHLG0600SH
Stainless steel cistern - lever flush CISTERN-L
Cistern connecting pipe - 500mm FALLPIPE
Concealed high level plastic cistern with lever SAN1002
P-trap - polypropylene HT110P(P)
P-trap - stainless steel HT110P
S-trap - polypropylene HT110S(P)
S-trap - stainless steel HT110S
Dee 200mm wall mounted bib taps TP1005

Waste, traps and 75mm outlet available on request.

Product Code

Fiji - HTM64 Slop hopper

  HC1660B110L

  HC1660T110L
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Guam - Small bucket sink Tuvalu - Large bucket sink

Guam is a wall mounted bucket sink 384mm x 300mm x 120mm, for rinsing and 
washing down of buckets or food containers. For use in area’s where space is at 
a premium. Supplied complete with stainless steel hinged bucket grid, 1½” BSP 
waste kit and a strong integrated wall mounting bracket/support.

Tuvalu is a wall mounted bucket sink 480mm x 335mm x 135mm, for rinsing and 
washing down of buckets or food containers. The unit has a curved front profile and 
is provided complete with stainless steel hinged bucket grid, 1½” BSP waste kit 
and a strong intergrated mounting bracket/support.

Guam small wall mounted bucket sink
Guam small wall mounted bucket sink SAN169

Taps
Lever action bib tap 3” levers TP1127
Non concussive wall mounted bib taps TP1051

Tuvalu large wall mounted bucket sink
Tuvalu large wall mounted bucket sink SAN170

Taps
Lever action bib tap 3” levers TP1127
Non concussive wall mounted bib taps TP1051

Product Code Product Code

Janitorial

  SAN169   SAN170

  SAN170  SAN169



for Laboratory
Stainless steel is ideal for applications in medical, scientific, 
industrial, and commercial laboratories. For many research 
establishments corrosion resistance and durability are 
important benefits, whilst in some scientific contexts its non-
magnetic properties will be of primary importance.

In all laboratory installations, stainless steel products bring the 
valuable characteristics of being impervious to most chemicals, 
easy to clean and of great strength whilst having an aesthetic 
appearance appropriate to scientific installations.

All Pland laboratory sinks and tables are manufactured with 
316 grade stainless steel for improved corrosion resistance.
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Laboratory
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LS1260SL/R

Sit-on sink tops manufactured in polished 1.4401 (316) grade 
stainless steel to provide excellent acid and chemical resistance. 
These products are ideal for use in laboratories, kitchens, hospitals, 
canteens, clinics, residential homes and universities. Supplied with 
tap holes at 180mm centres, 29mm overflow, sound deadening pads, 
fixing clips (where appropriate) and integral earth tag. Sit-on models 
incorporate safety return fold on front edge and 30mm up stand and 
turndown. Available without overflow on request. Bespoke 316 grade 
products can be quoted on request.

Troy sit-on sink 
1000mm x 500mm single bowl, single drainer,  
bowl 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  LS1050SL/R
1000mm x 600mm single bowl, single drainer,  
bowl 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  LS1060SL/R
1200mm x 600mm single bowl, single drainer,  
bowl 432mm x 356mm x 180mm LS1260SL/R 
1500mm x 600mm single bowl, double drainer,  
bowl 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  LS1560SD

Options
1 ½˝ bsp acid resistant waste and overflow  WACO0100

Product Code

Troy - Sit-on sink tops

  LS1560SD

  LI1050SR



LI1350DR

LI1050SR

LI1052SR

LI1452SD

LI0952SL/R

LI1352SD
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Laboratory

Inset sink tops manufactured in polished 1.4401 (316) grade 
stainless steel to provide excellent acid and chemical resistance. 
These products are ideal for use in laboratories, kitchens, hospitals, 
canteens, clinics, residential homes and universities. Supplied with 
tap holes at 180mm centres, 29mm overflow, sound deadening pads, 
fixing clips (where appropriate) and integral earth tag. Available 
without overflow on request. Bespoke 316 grade products can be 
quoted on request.

Troy inset sink
965mm x 525mm single bowl, single drainer,  
bowl size 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  LI0952SL/R
1028mm x 500mm single bowl, single drainer,  
bowl size 508mm x 356mm x 250mm  LI1050SL/R
1028mm x 525mm single bowl, single drainer,  
bowl 508mm x 356mm x 250mm LI1052SL/R 
1376mm x 525mm single bowl, double drainer,  
bowl size 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  LI1352SD
1448mm x 525mm single bowl, double drainer,  
bowl size 508mm x 356mm x 250mm  LI1452SD
1364mm x 500mm double bowl, single drainer,  
bowl size 432mm x 356mm x 180mm  LI1350DL/R

Options
1 ½˝ bsp acid resistant waste and overflow  WACO0100
Unslotted 1 ½˝ bsp upstanding tubular overflow and waste  CATU12

Product Code

Troy - Inset sink tops

  LI0952SR

  LI0952SR
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The Midway worktops are manufactured from 316 grade stainless 
steel to provide excellent acid and chemical resistance. These 
products are ideal for use in laboratories, kitchens, hospitals, 
canteens, clinics, residential homes and universities. This is just a 
small selection of what can be made in laboratory worktops. Other 
bespoke 316 grade sizes from single units to large layouts can be 
quoted on request. Image shown has a void stands, bracket and stands 
can be supplied on request. Upstanding and turn down size can be 
made to suit project requirements. All stands are manufactured from 
304 grade stainless steel.

Midway wall table 
600mm X 600mm LWT0660F
900mm X 600mm  LWT0960F
1200mm X 600mm LWT1260F
1500mm X 600mm LWT1560F
1800mm X 600mm LWT1860F

Midway island table 
600mm X 600mm LIT0660F
900mm X 600mm  LIT0960F
1200mm X 600mm LIT1260F
1500mm X 600mm LIT1560F
1800mm X 600mm LIT1860F

Product Code

Midway - Laboratory worktops

  LWT1860

  LWT1860

Laboratory
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Laboratory
Syracuse - Oval bowl

Syracuse oval bowls in 316 (1.4401) grade stainless steel offer excellent acid and 
chemical resistance. Available as inset and flat flange models, they are supplied 
with sound deadening pads and integral earth tag to BS 4190. Bespoke size 316 
fabricated bowls can be made on request.

Syracuse inset bowl
229mm x 356mm x 180mm IOMOS09SR

Syracuse flat flange bowl
229mm x 356mm x 180mm IOMOS09FF

Options
1 ½” bsp acid resistant waste and overflow  WACO0100
Unslotted 1 ½˝ bsp upstanding tubular overflow and waste  CATU12

Product Code

  IOMOS09SR

  IOMOS09SR

Babylon - Quartic bowl

Babylon quartic bowls in 316 (1.4401) grade stainless steel offer excellent acid 
and chemical resistance. They are supplied with sound deadening pads and integral 
earth tag to BS 4190. Bespoke size 316 fabricated bowls can be made on request.

Babylon inset bowl
432mm x 356mm x 180mm IOMOS107SR

Babylon flat flange bowl
432mm x 356mm x 180mm IOMOS107FF

Options
1 ½” bsp acid resistant waste and overflow  WACO0100
Unslotted 1 ½˝ bsp upstanding tubular overflow and waste  CATU12

Product Code

  IOMOS107SR

  IOMOS107SR
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Laboratory

Sparta inset rectangular bowls are manufactured in 1.4401 (316) 
grade stainless steel which offers excellent acid and chemical 
resistance. Sparta bowls are regularly specified for use in 
laboratories, kitchens, hospitals, canteens, clinics, residential homes 
and universities. Sparta inset bowls are supplied with sound deadening 
pads and integral earth tag to BS 4190. Available without overflow on 
request. Bespoke size 316 fabricated bowls can be made on request.

Sparta inset bowls 
305mm x 356mm x 160mm  IOMOS12SR
508mm x 356mm x 180mm  IOMOS27SR
508mm x 356mm x 250mm IOMOS210SR
533mm x 381mm x 200mm IOMOS38SR
533mm x 381mm x 250mm IOMOS3810SR
610mm x 457mm x 305mm IOMO412SR

Options
1 ½˝ bsp acid resistant waste and overflow  WACO0100
IOMO412SR requires overflow tube and waste   CATU12

Product Code

Sparta - Rectangular inset bowl

  IOMOS210SR

  IOMOS27SR
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Sparta rectangular flat flange bowls are manufactured in 1.4401 
(316) grade stainless steel which offers excellent acid and 
chemical resistance. Sparta bowls are regularly specified for use in 
laboratories, kitchens, hospitals, canteens, clinics, residential homes 
and universities. Sparta rectangular flat flange bowls are supplied with 
sound deadening pads and integral earth tag to BS 4190. Available 
without overflow on request. Bespoke size 316 fabricated bowls can 
be made on request.

Sparta flat flange bowls
305mm x 356mm x 160mm  IOMOS12FF
508mm x 356mm x 180mm  IOMOS27FF
508mm x 356mm x 250mm  IOMOS210FF
533mm x 381mm x 200mm  IOMOS38FF
533mm x 381mm x 250mm IOMOS3810FF
610mm x 457mm x 305mm IOMO412FF

Options
1 ½˝ bsp acid resistant waste and overflow  WACO0100
IOMO412FF requires overflow tube and waste   CATU12

Product Code

Sparta - Rectangular flat flange bowl

  IOMOS38FF

  IOMOS38FF

101

Laboratory
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Dion - Lab tap

Laboratory mixer tap, white deck mounted with 6” rigid/swing goose neck. Moulded 
nylon handle green coded per Din. Standard.

Dion laboratory mixer tap
White deck mounted 6” rigid/swing goose neck TP1134

Product Code

  TP1134

  TP1134

WHITE

Laboratory
Assur - Lab tap

Laboratory bridge mixer tap, white deck mounted with 6” rigid/swing goose neck. 
Moulded nylon handle green coded per Din. Standard.

Assur laboratory mixer tap
White bridge mixer tap 6” rigid/swing goose neck. TP1135

Product Code

  TP1135

  TP1135

WHITE
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NICKEL

Adana - Lab tap

Laboratory mixer tap, nickel deck mounted with 6” rigid/swing goose neck. Wrist 
lever operated with aerator.

Adana laboratory mixer tap
Deck mounted 6” rigid/swing goose neck. TP1131

Product Code

  TP1131

  TP1131

Actium - Lab tap

Laboratory mixer tap, nickel deck mounted with 6” rigid/swing goose neck. Moulded 
nylon handle green coded per Din. Standard.

Actium laboratory mixer tap
Nickel deck mounted 6” rigid/swing goose neck TP1130

Product Code

  TP1130

  TP1130

NICKEL

Laboratory
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WHITE NICKEL

Alexandria - Lab tap

Laboratory single nickel tap, deck mounted with 6” 
goose neck moulded nylon hooded handle.

Alexandria laboratory nickel tap
Deck mounted 6” rigid/swing goose neck. TP1133

Product Code

  TP1133

  TP1133

Kourium - Lab tap

Laboratory single tap, deck mounted with 6” goose 
neck moulded nylon hooded handle.

Kourium laboratory tap
Deck mounted 6” rigid/swing goose neck. TP1132

Product Code

  TP1132

  TP1132

Sura - Lab tap

Laboratory single tap, white deck mounted with 6” 
goose neck wrist lever operated with aerator.

Sura laboratory single tap
White deck mounted 6” goose neck  
lever operated TP1128

Product Code

  TP1128

  TP1128

WHITE

Laboratory



The requirements for washroom and sanitaryware in prison 
and anti-vandal installations make it essential that products 
specified for such applications are durable, tough and should 
need low maintenance. Specifying Pland products enables 
designers and building managers to meet those requirements 
at reasonable cost and within acceptable delivery times.

Almost all of Pland’s range of stainless steel products are 
appropriate for installation where security is paramount. The 
particular products shown in this section are those which 
have been proven to be effective plus those which have been 
designed especially to solve specific security and anti-vandal 
needs.

Pland have had years of experience in supplying products 
in secure environments be it police station cells, prisons 
or other anti vandal solutions here in the UK as well as 
internationally. We are the best people to talk to if you 
have bespoke requirements for a secure enviroment.

for Secure
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Secure
Atlanta 2 - Back to wall shrouded WC pan

Back to wall WC pan, with anti vandal shroud, 400mm high x 360mm 
wide and 580mm wall projection. Rear inlet “P” trap. Outlet suitable 
for duct location. Available in 316 grade on request. Suitable for use 
with leading WC frames.

Atlanta 2 WC pan
Rear inlet, P trap URV1500RP
Rear inlet, S trap URV1500RS

Seat Option 
Heavy duty seat and cover - white URVSEAT-W
Heavy duty seat and cover - black URVSEAT-B
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - white URVSEAT-WOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - black URVSEAT-BOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat - white URVSEAT-WO
Heavy duty open fronted seat - black URVSEAT-BO

Seat Pad Option 
Plastic seat pads - white (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/W
Plastic seat pads - black (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/B 

Cistern option rear entry 
Single flush pneumatic push cistern and fallpipe SAN1063

Pneumatic single flush push button
Single flush pneumatic push button  
chrome plated plastic (IPS panel) SAN1071

Other options of cisterns and push buttons on page 160.

Product Code

  URV1500RP

  URV1500RP
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Secure
Denver 2 - Wall Hung WC pan

Wall mounted WC pan with anti-vandal shroud, 400 mm high (normal 
installation height) x 360mm wide and 535mm wall projection. Rear 
inlet and P trap outlet suitable for duct location. Available in marine 
316 grade on request. Suitable for use with leading WC frames.

Denver 2 WC pan
Rear inlet, P trap URV1520RP  

Seat Option 
Heavy duty seat and cover - white URVSEAT-W
Heavy duty seat and cover - black URVSEAT-B
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - white URVSEAT-WOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - black URVSEAT-BOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat - white URVSEAT-WO
Heavy duty open fronted seat - black URVSEAT-BO

Seat Pad Option 
Plastic seat pads - white (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/W
Plastic seat pads - black (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/B 

Cistern option rear entry 
Single flush pneumatic push cistern and fallpipe SAN1063

Pneumatic single flush push button
Single flush pneumatic push button  
chrome plated plastic (IPS panel) SAN1071

Other options of cisterns and push buttons on page 160.

Product Code

  URV1520RP

URVSEAT-W

  URV1520RP
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Secure
Washington - Combination WC and washbasin

The Washington is made from 1.4301 (304) grade stainless steel, 
at a thickness of 1.5mm and 2mm. The unit is ideal for duct wall 
installations so that pipework is completely concealed. The unit can 
be fixed to the wall with suitable fixings down the rear flange of the 
unit via the security screwed access panel. Handing can be left or 
right hand WC. The unit is flushed via a concealed cistern that is 
to be tank fed and is operated by a push button. Taps are hot and 
cold non concussive type. The WC can be flushed via flushing valve 
rather than a cistern. The drawing and image show a typical prison 
type unit, however layout and fittings can be made to suit individual 
configuration from a single unit to a complete prison. Products can be 
foam filled on request.

Combination WC and washbasin
Left hand WC SE8000LH
Right hand WC SE8000RH

Seat Pad Option 
Plastic seat pads - white (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/W
Plastic seat pads - black (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/B 

Options on request
Flushing valve
Electronic control
Welded toilet roll holder
Waste
Pre mixer

Product Code  SE8000LH

  SE8000LH
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Secure
Springfield - Combination WC and washbasin

The Springfield is made from 1.4301 (304) grade stainless steel 
at a thickness of 1.5mm and 2mm. The unit is ideal for duct wall 
installations so that pipework is completely concealed. The unit can 
be fixed to the wall with suitable fixings down the rear flange of the 
unit via the security screwed access panel. The unit can supplied with 
a direct flushing valve or cistern as required. Handing can be left or 
right hand WC.  
The water outlet can be of a pushbutton type or sensor operated from 
a pre-mixed water supply (pre-mixer can be supplied), As well as 
the option to incorporate a drinking fountain bubbler for fresh water 
supply. The product is supplied with a presflow waste but higher levels 
of security wastes can also be specified. The drawing and image show 
a typical prison type unit, however layout and fitting. can be made to 
suit individual configurations from a single unit to a complete prison. 
Products can be foam filled on request.

Combination WC and washbasin
Left hand WC SE8800LH
Right hand WC SE8800RH

Options on request
Flushing valve
Electronic control
Welded toilet roll holder
Waste
Pre mixer

Product Code  SE8800RH

  Springfield



360mm

400mm dia

Second flush point

Contraband Collection Tray,
with access via lid.

Hand holes.

'P' Trap Outlet. 
Rotational to any position.

Standpipe strainer, 
removable for normal 
day to day use. 

Top vision panel

Cylindrical body fitted with 
two heavy duty gloves

500mm minimum height. 
Plus 50mm adjustment

110

Tijuana - Drug Interceptor

The Tijuana drug interceptor has a clear polycarbonate lid that makes 
it easy to identify contraband.

There is an internal perforated tray where product can be filtered 
using the black rubber sealed inspection gloves. There is a perforated 
upstanding tube that allows liquids to pass through without loss of any 
solids, the unit is supplied without the WC, but is designed to fit all 
Pland’s WC pans. The unit is ideal for custom and immigration offices, 
as well as police stations and prisons.

Tijuana drug interceptor
Tijuana interceptor SE8200

Options 
Variations to suit site requirements Please call
Replacement gloves (pair) SE8200-GLOVES
Replacement overflow tube SE8200-TUBE

Product Code  SE8200

  SE8200

Secure
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700mm

220mm

75mm 20mm
270mm

50mm

700mm

Ø 110mm

Connection to take std. 
Ø 38mm plastic downpipe

Earthing tag

Istanbul - Eastern WC

Istanbul eastern style or squat WC is prepared for a rear horizontal 
injector. The unit is pressed from 0.9mm stainless steel. Outlet 
connection is a 110mm spigot suitable for a standard floor drain trap. 
Also available in 316 grade stainless steel.

Istanbul 
Eastern WC with rear injector  WC1800
Eastern WC with full flushing rim WC1810 

Cistern
Cistern kit, white plastic high level complete with  
chain pull lever and down pipe SAN1030
Chrome plated wall mouted ablution hose and  
operating valve (see image below) WC18WH

Trap
P trap plastic HT110P(P)
S trap plastic HT110S(P)

Product Code

  WC1800

  WC1800

  Ablution Hose WC18WH

Secure
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Secure

  SE8300   UR2200

  SE8300   UR2200

Shrouded anti-vandal washbasin with 130mm deep bowl with rounded corners, 
suitable for duct or surface mounting.

Shrouded handwash basin designed for high frequency public bathrooms which 
require both safety and hygiene. Round and conical shape ensures easy and quick 
cleaning. Overall size 360mm x 365mm x 250mm. Tapholes on request.

Chicago security basin
560mm x 400mm SE8300
Access panel SE8300AP

Options 
Anti-ligature waste SEWASTE32
Non-concussive taps TP1010

Madison Wall Mounted Basin
Madison Wall Mounted Basin UR2200

Tap option
Wharfe TP1010

Product Code
Product Code

Chicago - Washbasin Madison - Wall mounted basin
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  SAN090   SAN067

  SAN090   SAN067

Fully shrouded robust washbasin with rounded corners for use in secure 
environment. 450 mm x 350mm x 406mm.  Features a fully welded and enclosed 
shroud which is available in either duct or front fixing via an access panel with 
security fixings.

Linz is a robust compact washbasin supplied with upstand, wall brackets, waste and 
chainstay.

Franklin secure washbasin
Duct fixing SAN090
Front fixing SAN091

Tap option
Wharfe TP1010

Linz washbasin
425mm x 210mm SAN067
425mm x 210mm with half shroud SAN067HS
425mm x 210mm with full shroud SAN067FS

Tap option
Wharfe TP1010 

Product Code

Product Code

Franklin - Secure washbasin Linz - Compact anti-vandal basin
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Secure
Louisville - Recessed anti-vandal basin

Anti-vandal recessed washbasin for duct fixing, supplied with welded 
32mm waste outlet and 15mm non-concussive flush fitting tap and 
sprayhead. Other panel sizes available.

Louisville recessed washbasin
Single push button tap SE5500
Twin push button  SE55002
Singler sensor tap SE5500SEN
Twin sensor tap SE5500SEN2

Product Code

  SE5500

  SE5500   SE5500SEN
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2350mm 
Cabinet height

2085mm 
open front

225mm

840mm

760mm

Tirana - Shower tray

Tirana shower tray 700mm x 700mm x 55mm deep, with 38mm chromium plated 
flush grating waste outlet. One piece deepdrawn with round internal corners and 
sides turned down. Internal dimpled finish on base. Waste located in corner position. 
Optional support frame and facing panels to give 150mm height on request. 

Tiranan shower tray 
700mm x 700mm x 55mm SH3010

Options
Support frame SH3010F
Facia panel SH3010FP

Product Code

  SH3010

  SH3010

Secure

  SH7510

  SH7510

Lisbon shower cubicles have a one-piece construction to avoid joint seepage.  
Access service panel is at floor level. Ranges have end wall fixing flanges and 
coupling butt strap joints. Cubicles are available with various valve sets.

Lisbon shower cubicle
Lisbon shower cubicle (single) SH7510

Option
Shaped roof panel SH7510RF

Product Code

Lisbon - Shower cubicle
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SHV017

SHV018

Secure

  SH7801

  SH7801

Sheridan wall mounted shower unit with pre-plumbed push button valve and spray 
head. Supplied with wall mounting kit with a premixed supply. Ideal for high risk 
areas such as a police station or prison, but could also be used in high traffic areas 
such as schools, colleges, leasure centres and health clubs.

Sheridan
Shower Panel SH7801

Product Code

Sheridan - Shower Panel

  SHV006   SHV017   SHV018

  Cleveland Shower Heads

SHV006

Cleveland shower heads are anti vandal and anti-ligature for project requirements.

Cleveland
Anti ligature shower head SHV006 
Anti ligature shower head round shape SHV017
Anti ligature shower head square shape SHV018

Product Code

Cleveland - Shower Heads
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Secure

  SHV012

  SHV012

Jackson shower valves are suitable for secure or anti vandal requirements. Comes 
complete with an anti-ligature wall fixing boss and lock nut so the item can be wall 
or panel mounted, ensuring that there are no ligature points on the button. Can be 
used as an anti-ligature push tap for a washbasin that also has an anti-ligature 
sprayhead see page 112.

Jackson Shower Valve
Push button anti-ligature shower valve and boss, 15 second run time. SHV012

Option
Push button anti-ligature shower valve and boss, 3 second run time SHV012A

Product Code

Jackson - Shower Valve

  Falkirk Mirror

Stainless steel mirror drilled for screws or mounting studs as required. Other sizes 
and shapes available.

Falkirk mirror
300mm x 450mm SAN122.300.450
600mm x 300mm SAN122.600.300
600mm x 450mm SAN122.600.450

Option
Bespoke sizes on request. Please state length/height SAN122.length.height

Product Code

Falkirk - mirror
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Tampa
Toilet paper dispenser

Tucson
Paper towel dispenser

Anti-vandal staineless steel toilet paper dispenser 
for single sheet removal with window indicator 
and lock (anti vandalism function). Wall mounting 
is 4-point-suspension with four plugs and steel 
screws. Finger-proof coated finish.

For use where anti-vandal function may be required 
such as nursing homes, hospitals, laboratories, 
large kitchen, industry, shopping centres, hotels, 
airports, penal institutions, schools and sport 
facilities.

Anti-vandal stainless steel paper towel dispenser 
for all current folding paper towels for single 
sheet removal with window indicator and lock (anti 
vandalism function). Wall mounting is 4-point-
suspension with four plugs and steel screws. 
Finger-proof coated finish.

For use where anti-vandal functionality may 
be required such as nursing homes, hospitals, 
laboratories, large kitchen, industry, shopping 
centres, hotels, airports, penal institutions, schools 
and sport facilities. 

Anti-vandal toilet paper dispenser 
Anti-vandal toilet paper dispenser SE9001

Anti-vandal paper towel dispenser 
Anti-vandal paper towel dispenser SE9002

Product Code Product Code

  SE9001   SE9002

  SE9001   SE9002

Portland
Toilet Tissue Dispenser

Anti-vandal stainless steel toilet roll dispenser holds 
four standard toilet paper rolls or one large-size toilet 
paper roll approx. Ø 330mm. Wall mounting: 4-point-
suspension, automatic rotation system, anti-vandal 
lock mechanism, window for the level control. Fillable 
with the product of your choice, housing with pitch of 
the roof to stop items being placed on the dispenser. 
Finger-proof coated finish.

Dimensions W 377 x H 350 x D 133 mm.

Anti-vandal toilet tissue dispenser
Anti-vandal toilet tissue dispenser. SE9006

Product Code

  SE9006

  SE9006
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Fresno
Soap dispenser

Phoenix
Waste Bin Open

Anti-vandal stainless steel liquid soap dispenser for 
dosing of liquid and creamy soaps, washing-up liquids, 
disinfectants dosing pump is plastic, approx. 1,5 ml/
stroke receptacle refill that is detachable with window 
indicator and lock (anti-vandalism function) Wall 
mounting 3-point-suspension with four plugs and steel 
screws. Fitted with long life pump.

For use where anti-vandal functionality may be required 
such as nursing homes, hospitals, laboratories, large 
kitchen, industry, shopping centres, hotels, airports, 
penal institutions, schools and sport facilities.

Anti-vandal stainless steel open top waste bin 
with two plugs and steel screws suitable for wall 
mounting or free standing options are 22 litres or 
50 litres capacity.

For use where anti-vandal functionality may 
be required such as nursing homes, hospitals, 
laboratories, largekitchen, industry, shopping 
centres, hotels, airports, penal institutions, schools 
and sport facilities.

Anti-vandal soap dispenser 
Anti-vandal soap dispenser SE9003

Anti-vandal waste bin open
22 Ltr. SE9004
50 Ltr. SE9004-50

Product Code
Product Code

  SE9003   SE9004

  SE9003   SE9004

Dallas
Waste Bin Self Closing

Anti-Vandal stainless steel waste bin self-closing 
lid with two plugs and steel screws suitable for 
wall mounting or free standing. Capacity options 
are 22 litres or 50 litres.

Anti-vandal waste bin self closing
22 Ltr. SE9005
50 Ltr. SE9005-50

Product Code

  SE9005

  SE9005
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Secure
Wharfe
Non-concussive taps

Columbus
Thermostatic Mixing Valve

Oakland
Anti-vandal Shower Valve

Range of non-concussive taps to suit economy, 
anti-vandal and anti-ligature requirements.

The Columbus has been specifically designed and 
manufactured to meet the general requirements 
of: * National Health Service Model Engineering 
Specification - Thermostatic Mixing Valves - Health 
Premises - D08 and BS 7942: 2000 Thermostatic 
Mixing Valve for use in care establishments 
(TMV3) * BS EN 1111 : 1999 Sanitary tapware.

Automatic 30sec. shut-off delayed mixer 
TEMPOMIX chrome plated brass plate 160x220, 
in water proof recessing box, with stop cocks, 
without exposed screws for concealed mounting. 
Temperature selection on the controlknob and 
maximum temperature limitation. Regulated 
flow rate 12l./min. adjustable from front without 
dismounting the cartridge nor cutting-off water. 
Solid chrome plated brass body with filters and 
non-return valves.

Wharfe Non-concussive taps
Wharfe economy TP1010
Wharfe ½” anti vandal TP1009

Columbus Thermostatic Mixing Valve
Thermostatic Mixing Valve THERMIX

Oakland Anti-vandal Shower Valve
Anti-vandal Shower Valve SHV019

Product Code Product Code Product Code

  TP1010

  THERMIX   SHV019

  TP1009

  THERMIX  TP1010   TP1009



Combining robustness with low maintenance, Pland 
washroom products use the physical properties of stainless 
steel to bring specific benefits for washroom installations. 
It’s bright and clean appearance enhances washroom 
installations and engenders reassurance in users.

Stainless steel is highly durable and stable, like glass 
and ceramics. However it is not brittle and can withstand 
sudden impacts without cracking or shattering.

The material’s robustness and durability mean that Pland 
stainless steel washroom equipment will have a very long 
life even in demanding environments such as schools, 
hospitals, fire stations, prisons and similar institutions.

Pland washroom products are available in two grades of 
stainless steel, 304 and 316. 304 is the standard grade 
and is appropriate for most applications. 316 is the higher 
specification material and is usually provided for particular 
applications such as laboratory installations and 
other special uses.

for Washrooms
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Washroom
Gibraltar - Wall mounted washbasin Calais - Wall mounted washbasin

The Gibraltar is a wall mounted, satin finished washbasin with rectangular 406mm 
x 260mm bowl, 130mm deep. Supplied with brackets, waste and tapholes (taps not 
supplied see option). Option for apron support, half or full shroud.

The Calais is a Wall mounted, satin finished washbasin with rectangular 406mm x 
260mm bowl, 150mm deep. Supplied with brackets, waste, two soap recesses and 
tap holes but without taps.

Gibraltar wall mounted washbasin
Overall size 508mm x 419mm CWB1610

Aire chrome head taps 
Standard basin (pair) TP1021

Calais wall mounted washbasin
Overall size 508mm x 419mm CWB2016

Wharfe Non-concussive taps 
Wharfe economy TP1010

Product Code Product Code

  CWB1610   CWB2016

  CWB1610   CWB2016
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Bermuda - Inset washbasin

Inset satin finished washbasin with rectangular 406mm x 260mm, 127mm deep. 
Supplied with fixings, waste and tap holes but without taps.

Bermuda inset washbasin
Overall size 486mm x 380mm IWB1610

Aire chrome head taps 
Standard basin (pair) TP1021

Product Code

  IWB1610

  IWB1610
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  UR2200

  UR2200

Shrouded handwash basin designed for high frequency public bathrooms which require 
both safety and hygiene. Round and conical shape ensures easy and quick cleaning. 
Overall size 360mm x 365mm x 250mm. Supplied with tapholes on request.

Madison wall mounted basin
Madison wall mounted basin UR2200

Product Code

Madison - Wall mounted basin

Washroom
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Baffin - Inset washbasin

Inset bright finished washbasin with rectangular 406mm x 260mm bowl, 150mm 
deep. Supplied with fixings, waste and tap holes but without taps.

Baffin inset washbasin
Overall size 508mm x 419mm CWB5040

Wharfe non-concussive taps 
Wharfe economy TP1010

Product Code

  CWB5040

  CWB5040

Campagne - Complete hand wash pack

Sensor operated, wall mounted washbasin supplied on an apron support. Bowl size 
406mm x 260mm x 130mm deep. Pack contains 240 volt or battery supply sensor 
tap, waste and overflow.

Campagne complete hand wash pack
Campagne sensor operated wash basin complete pack - mains CWB1610SP
Campagne sensor operated wash basin complete pack - battery CWB1610SPB 

Product Code

  CWB1610SP

  CWB1610SP

Washroom
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Chicago - Anti-vandal basin

Shrouded anti-vandal washbasin 560mm x 260mm, 130mm deep bowl with rounded 
corners. Suitable for duct or surface mounting.

Chicago security basin
Full shroud - overall size 560mm x 400mm SAN072
Half shroud - overall size 560mm x 400mm SAN072HS

Wharfe non-concussive taps 
Wharfe economy TP1010

Product Code

  SAN072

  SAN072

Washroom
Saumur - Hemispherical inset bowl

Saumur hemispherical inset bowls are bright polished both sides and are suitable 
for an installation where appearance is important. Supplied with fixing clips and 
combi waste/overflow. Saumur bowls have a 19mm flange. Supplied without 
overflow on request. (Photo shows product without overflow add -13 when ordering).

Saumur hemispherical inset bowl
260mm diameter with 19mm flange (Not available with overflow) RSSB0260HEM
300mm diameter with 19mm flange RSSB0300HEM
360mm diameter with 19mm flange RSSB0360HEM
420mm diameter with 19mm flange RSSB0420HEM

Product Code

  RSSB0420HEM 

  RSSB0300HEM
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Linz - Compact anti-vandal basin

Linz is a robust compact washbasin supplied with upstand, wall brackets, waste and 
chainstay. Supplied with no overflow as standard.

Linz washbasin
No shroud - overall size 425mm x 210mm SAN067
Half shroud - overall size 425mm x 210mm SAN067HS
Full shroud - overall size 425mm x 210mm SAN067FS

Product Code

  SAN067

  SAN067

Cambridge - Wall mounted washbasin

Cambridge is an aesthetically pleasing washbasin with smooth corners and 65mm 
deep front apron incorporating wall brackets. Supplied with single 35mm taphole 
and overflow for monobloc basin tap.

Cambridge wall mounted washbasin
540mm x 480mm x 160mm (bowl 460mm x 360mm x 150mm) UR2300

Irwell mixer tap 
Basin mounted lever mono mixer tap TP1302A

Product Code

  UR2300

  UR2300

Washroom
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Washroom
Louisville - Recessed anti-vandal basin

Anti-vandal recessed washbasin for duct fixing, supplied with welded 
32mm waste outlet and 15mm non-concussive flush fitting tap and 
sprayhead. Other panel sizes available.

Louisville recessed washbasin
Single push button tap SE5500
Twin push button  SE55002
Singler sensor tap SE5500SEN
Twin sensor tap SE5500SEN2

Product Code

  SE5500

  SE5500   SE5500SEN
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Oslo - Ranged washbasins 

Compact range of washbasins in which each bowl measures  
406mm x 260mm, 130mm deep. Supplied with 32mm chromium  
plated waste outlet, overflow, standard upstand at rear and 
brackets. Options include tapholes, front leg supports and stainless 
steel full shroud.

Oslo ranged washbasins
Single washbasin - 508mm x 419mm x 130mm deep SAN060-1
Range of 2 washbasins - 1016mm x 419mm x 130mm deep SAN060-2
Range of 3 washbasins - 1524mm x 419mm x 130mm deep SAN060-3
Range of 4 washbasins - 2032mm x 419mm x 130mm deep SAN060-4
Range of 5 washbasins - 2540mm x 419mm x 130mm deep SAN060-5
Range of 6 washbasins - 3048mm x 419mm x 130mm deep SAN060-6

Wharfe, non-concussive taps 
Wharfe economy TP1010

Option 
Optional leg SHLG0600

Product Code

  SAN060-2

  SAN060-2

Washroom
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500mmLG

Washroom
Prague - Ranged washbasins 

Supplied as a worktop with rear upstand and raised fillet with 
turndown to three sides. Fitted with 300mm diameter countertop 
washbasins each with 32mm chromium plated waste with plug and 
overflow assembly. Mounted on cantilever brackets. Upstand at one or 
both ends on request. Front leg supports with rear brackets. Stainless 
steel half or full shroud, overflow also available on request.

Prague Ranged washbasins
Single washbasin - length 600mm WB5310P
Range of 2 washbasins - length 1200mm WB5320P
Range of 3 washbasins - length 1800mm WB5330P
Range of 4 washbasins - length 2400mm WB5340P
Range of 5 washbasins - length 3000mm WB5350P

Wharfe Non-concussive taps 
Wharfe economy TP1010

Option 
Optional leg SHLG0600

Product Code

  WB5320P

  WB5330P



Washroom
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Madeira - Wash trough

Satin finish handwash units for 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 persons. Available in 
tapland version or splash back version for wall mounted taps. Knee or 
foot operated valves available or sensor operation, half or full shroud 
and back to back variants available on request.

Madeira handwash unit - Standard
1 person - length 620mm SAN069-620TL
2 person - length 1220mm SAN069-1220TL
3 person - length 1830mm SAN069-1830TL
4 person - length 2440mm SAN069-2440TLL/R
5 person - length 3050mm SAN069-3050TLL/R

Madeira handwash unit - With splash back
1 person - length 620mm SAN071-620SB
2 person - length 1220mm SAN071-1220SB
3 person - length 1830mm SAN071-1830SB
4 person - length 2440mm SAN071-2440SBL/R
5 person - length 3050mm SAN071-3050SBL/R

Madeira handwash unit - Knee operation kit
1 person - length 620mm SAN069-620KP
2 person - length 1220mm SAN069-1220KP
3 person - length 1830mm SAN069-1830KP
4 person - length 2440mm SAN069-2440KPL/R
5 person - length 3050mm SAN069-3050KPL/R

Madeira handwash unit - Sensor operation kit
1 person - length 620mm SAN069-620SP
2 person - length 1220mm SAN069-1220SP
3 person - length 1830mm SAN069-1830SP
4 person - length 2440mm SAN069-2440SPL/R
5 person - length 3050mm SAN069-3050SPL/R

Tap Option
Irwell Basin Mounted Mixer Tap TP1200

Leg Option
Optional leg and bearer SC63/WT/MU

Product Code

  SAN069-1200TL

  Madeira



Washroom
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Malaga - Wash trough

Satin finish handwash units for 1, 2 or 3 persons. Supplied complete 
with 120mm spouts and chromium plated waste. Knee or foot operated 
valves available or sensor operation, Half or full shroud and back to 
back variants available on request.

Malaga handwash unit
550mm length HWU0550
1100mm length HWU1100
1600mm length HWU1600

Product Code

  Malaga wash trough

  HWU1600
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Piedmont - Foot trough

  WP6310P   WP6320P

  Tap Option WC18WH   Bespoke foot troughs available

Washroom
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Piedmont is a multi faith foot station constructed from 304 grade stainless steel 
and comes complete with 1 1/2” BSP waste, removable foot pads and removable 
access panel as standard. The unit is designed for easy care and maintenance and 
more importantly ease of use. Options are 1, 2, 3 and 4 station, polycarbonate 
dividers, corner cappings and other bespoke variants available on request.

Piedmont foot trough
600mm length WP6310P
1200mm length WP6320P
1800mm length WP6330P
2400mm length WP6340P

Option
Polycarbonate division panel (one per 600mm) CODE-16
Single non-concussive bib tap TP1051

Product Code

  Piedmont

Washroom
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Washroom
Venice - Circular washstation

  WP613OS   WP612OS

  Foot Operated Tap   Hand Operated Tap
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  Conical Support - WP6120HC

Washroom

Venice circular washstation - Straight support base
4-6 person - Hand operated WP6120H
6-8 person - Hand operated WP6130H
4-6 person - Sensor operated WP6120S
6-8 person - Sensor operated WP6130S
4-6 person - Foot operated WP6120F
6-8 person - Foot operated WP6130F

Venice circular washstation - Conical support base
4-6 person - Hand operated WP6120HC
6-8 person - Hand operated WP6130HC
4-6 person - Sensor operated WP6120SC
6-8 person - Sensor operated WP6130SC
4-6 person - Foot operated WP6120FC
6-8 person - Foot operated WP6130FC

Product CodeVenice circular wash station, with radiused outer edge, supplied on a pedestal with 
service access panel. The centre column contains a large refillable soap tank with 
plungers and features either hand operation with non concussive taps, foot operated 
faucets or sensor operation faucets.

Suitable for schools, colleges, service stations and communal washroom 
environments the unit is pre-plumbed and fitted with a thermostatic mixer valve 
and a pressure reducing valve making the unit easier to install and commission. 
The base can be straight or conical shaped and the soap tank takes any standard 
liquid soap.

We recommend sensor taps for Venice washstations because the ‘no touch’ 
technology improves hygiene by reducing the spread of germs and bacteria and 
also add to BREEAM points for the building. They are also highly effective in saving 
water and thus reduce costs in use. Sensor taps also prevent scalding because 
water temperature can be set using the thermostatic mixer valve.

Hand washing areas should be an extension of the circulation space and may be 
unisex. Experience has shown this reduces the opportunity for anti-social behaviour; 
the Venice washstation has proved to be an ideal product in these areas.

  Venice - Straight Support   Venice - Conical Support
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Washroom
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Hanover - Rectangular bath

Satin finish traditional 1675mm long rectangular bath supplied with 38mm 
chromium plated waste and overflow and two end tapholes. Alternative sizes to suit 
your room dimensions available on request.

Hanover rectangular bath
1675mm x 700mm SH2910
2205mm x 700mm - Floatation bath SH2920

Hanover Options
Leg frame SH2900LS
Panel - side SH2900LP
Panel - end SH2900SP

Product Code

  SH2910

  SH2910

Avignon - Automatic washstation

Where space is limited the Avignon provides an effective and efficient solution that 
is both durable and secure. Avignon is recessed and can be mounted at a variety 
of heights so that children of all ages can use the facility. It provides a complete 
handwash facility in a durable brushed stainless steel unit. Using modern sensor 
technology Avignon dispenses soap and water and includes an integrated warm air 
hand dryer. Maintenance access is from front or rear with lockable security. 

This product is WRAS approved.

Avignon automatic recessed washstation
Automatic recessed washstation SAN1053

Product Code

  SAN1053

  SAN1053
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Washroom
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for drench shower

1" BSP connection 
for main shower

Spray Rails

Innsbruck - Needle spray shower

A one piece tubular construction with spray head and five rail needle sprays. 
This floor fixed unit with polished finish measures 950mm x 2275mm x 757mm. 
Operating valves can be supplied on request. Manufactured in 316 grade (1.4401) 
stainless steel for use in high chlorine use areas such as swimming pools and 
health clubs.

Innsbruck needle shower  
Needle spray shower SH7600

Option 
Grantham time flow valve SHV004

Product Code

  SH7600

  SH7600

2350mm 
Cabinet height

2085mm 
open front

225mm

840mm

760mm

  SH7510

  SH7510

Lisbon shower cubicles have a one-piece construction to avoid joint seepage.  
Access service panel is at floor level. Ranges have end wall fixing flanges and 
coupling butt strap joints. Cubicles are available with various valve sets as shown 
in the options list.

Lisbon shower cubicle
Lisbon shower cubicle (single) SH7510

Option
Shaped roof panel SH7510RF

Product Code

Lisbon - Shower cubicle
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Washroom
Wisbech - Shower tray

Wisbech shower tray 800mm x 800mm x 75mm deep, with 38mm chromium plated 
flush grating waste outlet. Sides with turned down all round. internal dimpled finish 
on base. Waste located in corner position and optional support frame and facing 
panels to give 150mm height on request. 

Wisbech shower tray 
800mm x 800mm x 75mm (bespoke sizes on request) SH3020

Options
Support frame SH3010F

Product Code

  SH3020

  SH3020

Tirana - Shower tray

Tirana shower tray 700mm x 700mm x 55mm deep, with 38mm chromium plated 
flush grating waste outlet. One piece deepdrawn with round internal corners and 
sides turned down. Internal dimpled finish on base. Waste located in corner position. 
Optional support frame and facing panels to give 150mm height on request. 

Tirana shower tray 
700mm x 700mm x 55mm SH3010

Options
Support frame SH3010F
Facia panel SH3010FP

Product Code

  SH3010

  SH3010
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Washroom
Palma - Push button shower unit Stamford - Thermostatic shower unit

Palma wall mounted shower unit with pre-plumbed push button valve and sprayhead. 
Supplied with wall mounting kit for pre-mixed supply. Ideal for high volume areas such 
as schools, colleges, leisure centres or health clubs. Designed for easy access to valve 
and shower head for high usage areas and is anti-vandal. Other options on shower 
heads and controls (See pages 116, 117 and 140)

Stamford wall mounted shower unit with pre-plumbed thermostatic valve and 
sprayhead. Supplied with wall mounting kit for pre-mixed supply. Ideal for high volume 
areas such as schools, colleges, leisure centres or health clubs. Designed for easy 
access to valve and shower head for high usage areas and is anti-vandal. Other options 
on shower heads and controls (See pages 116, 117 and 140)

Palma anti-vandal push button shower unit 
Palma shower unit SH7800
Palma shower unit - with built in thermix SH7800THERM

Options 
Thermostatic mixing valve  THERMIX

Anti vandal thermostatic shower unit 
Stamford thermostatic shower panel SH7803

Product Code Product Code

  SH7800   SH7803

  SH7800   SH7803
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Washroom
Corby
Shower head

Grantham
Time flow valve

The Corby is of robust construction making it 
suitable for use in schools, hospitals, sports and 
leisure facilities and other areas where there is a 
risk of misuse.

High polished chrome plated finish with concealed 
in wall fixing and concealed or exposed water feed.

Grantham is a concelaed time flow shower control. 
Water conservation is essential and in some public 
establishments where multiple water outlets are 
used, the Pland range of time flow controls are 
eco-friendly, stylish and economical solutions to 
the problem of water wastage. Simple to operate, 
closes automatically with non-concussive operation 
to save water. Operating pressure range of 0.1 
to 5 bar.

Corby anti-vandal shower head 
Corby anti-vandal shower head SHV003

Grantham time flow valve 
Grantham time flow valve SHV004

Product Code Product Code

  SHV003   SHV004

  SHV003   SHV004

Southwell
Thermostatic control

The Southwell delivers a shower which is suitable 
for any user, regardless of their sight or dexterity. 
Sequential control shower valve for combined control 
of temperature and flow. Suitable for use with unvented 
supplies, combi boilers, gravity and mains pressure 
systems. Fail safe on hot and cold supplies, Operating 
pressure range of 0.1 to 5 bar and WRAS, TMV3 
scheme approved

Southwell concealed thermostatic  
control valve 
Southwell concealed thermostatic  
control valve SHV016

Product Code

  SHV016

  SHV016
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Washroom
Aspen - Drinking fountain Aspen2 - Drinking fountain

The Aspen is a floor standing drinking water fountain that delivers an instant and 
constant supply of the highest quality drinking water and utilises a direct chill. 
The fountain comes complete with a unique filtration system delivering water of 
real purity, fresh and free from harmful bacteria. It is constructed of high quality, 
stainless steel, making it ideal for locations where high usage is expected, with 
limited maintenance requirements:

• Option with push button bubbler and sports bottle/carafe filler
• Stainless steel top/side panels
• Stainless steel cooling coil directly connected to the mains water supply, 

eliminating the need for regular sanitising
• Ventilated condenser to guarantee better cooling and high performance
• 1 micron carbon block filter to improve taste and ensure water is free from 

harmful bacteria
• 25 litre capacity per hour
• CE and WRAS approved
• Filter Lifespan - 6 months or 6000 litres and filter down to 1 micron

The Aspen2 is wall mounted for universal access. It delivers an instant and constant 
supply of the highest quality drinking water and utilises a direct chill. The fountain 
comes complete with a unique filtration system delivering water of real purity, 
fresh and free from harmful bacteria. It is constructed of high quality, stainless 
steel, making it ideal for locations where high usage is expected, with limited 
maintenance requirements:

• Option with push button bubbler and sports bottle/carafe filler
• Stainless steel top/side panels
• Stainless steel cooling coil directly connected to the mains water supply, 

eliminating the need for regular sanitising
• Ventilated condenser to guarantee better cooling and high performance
• 1 micron carbon block filter to improve taste and ensure water is free from 

harmful bacteria
• 25 litre capacity per hour
• CE and WRAS approved.
• Filter Lifespan - 6 months or 6000 litres and filter down to 1 micron

Aspen drinking fountain
Aspen chilled drinking fountain with bubbler.  ASP25FM-SS  
Aspen chilled drinking fountain with bubbler and glass filler. ASP25FMGF-SS
Filter Option ASP401G

Aspen2 drinking fountain
Aspen chilled drinking fountain with bubbler.  ASP225WM-SS  
Aspen chilled drinking fountain with bubbler and glass filler. ASP225WMGF-SS
Filter Option ASP401G

Product Code Product Code

  ASP25FMGF-SS   ASP225WM-SS
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Jonzac  
Wall mount drink fountain

Jonzac  
Adult drinking fountain

Jonzac  
Junior drinking fountain

Jonzac is a wall mounted drinking fountain. 
Complete with push button water bubbler tap 
with protected nozzle, to minimise direct contact.  
Shown with optional glass filler*.

Jonzac is an adult floor mounted drinking fountain. 
Complete with push button water bubbler tap with 
protected nozzle, to minimise direct contact.

The addition of the full length shroud give the 
advantage of both supply and waste pipe work can 
be concealed for a clean looking instalation. 

The jonzac junior drinking fountain is just the same 
as the adult but with a shorter shroud and overall 
height improving accessibility for young children.

Jonzac wall mounted  
drinking fountain
257mm x 350mm x 125mm SAN171

Jonzac tap options
Chrome plated bubbler tap TP1012
Chrome plated glass filler *TP1102

Jonzac floor mounted adult  
drinking fountain
257mm x 350mm x 900mm SAN172

Jonzac tap options
Chrome plated bubbler tap TP1012
Chrome plated glass filler TP1102

Jonzac floor mounted junior  
drinking fountain
257mm x 350mm x 700mm SAN172J

Jonzac tap options
Chrome plated bubbler tap TP1012
Chrome plated glass filler TP1102

Product Code Product Code Product Code

  SAN171   SAN172   SAN172J

  SAN171   SAN172   SAN172J
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Kazan  
Drinking fountain bubbler

Saar  
Glass Filler

Bourne
Drinking fountain

The Kazan is a brass chrome plated bubbler tap 
that projects an arc of water, this allows the user 
to drink the water without putting their mouth to 
the tap. See Jonzac for example in use.

The Saar glass filler is an hygienic extra to a 
drinking fountain. It allows the user to refill 
bottles and cups when needed, offering maximum 
recyclability. The swan neck spout will fit almost 
any type of cup or bottle.

This product contributes to the re-use of water 
bottles, helping to protect the environment.

Bourne is a fully shrouded wall mounted drinking 
fountain and so ideal for schools and colleges, with 
access panel underneath. Supplied with push button 
bubbler tap*.

Kazan drinking fountain bubbler tap
Bubbler tap TP1012

Saar drinking fountain glass filler
Glass filler TP1102

Bourne drinking fountain
360mm x 365mm x 380mm UR2200F

Bourne tap options
Chrome plated bubbler tap *TP1012
Chrome plated glass filler TP1102

Product Code Product CodeProduct Code

  TP1012   TP1102  UR2200F

  TP1012   TP1102  UR2200F
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Watford
Toilet roll holder

Windsor
Toilet tissue dispenser

Enfield
Toilet roll holder

Surface mounted toilet roll holder with hinged hood 
and anti-theft spindle, single roll capacity. 

Surface mounted toilet tissue dispenser. Capacity: 
700 double folded sheets, 1250 single folded 
sheets.

Surface mounted lockable toilet roll holder 
manufactured from stainless steel and holding 
two standard core toilet tissue rolls. Surfaces in 
architectural satin finish and tumbler lock like 
other Pland units. Hinged at the bottom.

Watford toilet roll holder 
Watford toilet roll holder  SAN5106-52

Windsor toilet tissue dispenser 
Windsor toilet tissue dispenser SAN515

Enfield toilet roll holder 
Enfield toilet roll holder SAN5402

Product Code Product Code Product Code

  SAN5106-52   SAN515   SAN5402

  SAN5106-52   SAN515   SAN5402
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Amersham
Toilet roll holder

Recess mounted lockable toilet roll holder. The 
cabinet holds two rolls of 115mm x 125mm 
standard core toilet tissue, one above the other. 
When first roll is used-up, fresh roll automatically 
drops down for use. Unique retaining mechanism 
prevents use of spare roll until first roll is 
completely used. Spindles non-removable by 
user. Hinged door permits access to storage 
compartment for servicing of unit.

Amersham toilet roll holder 
Amersham toilet roll holder SAN5412

Product Code

  SAN5412

  SAN5412

Holbeck
Midi-jumbo roll dispenser

Cherwell
Flat tissue holder

Holbeck is a stylish stainless steel jumbo dispenser 
which accommodates a variety of paper cores 
from 48mm up to 76mm. Each unit incorporates 
a mounting bracket to fix to the wall and a key 
locking mechanism. Nominal roll diameter is 
300mm (12 inches) and the depth is 126mm.

Cherwell is a robust metal dispenser designed 
for easy filling. It is appropriate for unsupervised 
locations and to suit all budgets, it can be used 
with a choice of premium or recycled paper. With 
a capacity of 1000 standard sheets or 500 high 
quality premium sheets. The Cherwell measures 
137mm wide, 112mm deep and is 159mm high.

Holbeck midi-jumbo roll dispenser 
300mm diameter x 126mm SAN1044

Cherwell flat tissue holder 
137mm x 112mm x 159mm SAN1045

Product Code Product Code

  SAN1044   SAN1045

  SAN1044   SAN1045
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Gildersome
Three roll dispenser

This lockable, sturdy and durable dispenser enables 
storage of up to three standard toilet rolls with a 
refill facility ensuring a constant supply. Reserve 
rolls are held out of contact with the rotatable roll 
in use and may be brought into position for use 
with a simple finger push.

Gildersome three roll dispenser 
125mm x 127mm x 399mm SAN1046

Product Code

  SAN1046

  SAN1046

Washroom
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Stourbridge
Soap dispenser 

Surface mounted soap dispenser with horizontal 
body and 1.2 litre capacity. Depress the piston 
for measured amount of liquid soap. Sight gauge 
indicates soap level. Locking filler top opens with 
special key provided.

Stourbridge soap dispenser
Stourbridge soap dispenser SAN6542

Product Code

  SAN6542

  SAN6542  SAN6562

Sandwell
Soap dispenser 

Surface mounted soap dispenser with vertical body. 
1.2 litre capacity. Depress piston for measured 
amount of liquid soap. Sight gauge indicates 
remaining soap level. Locking filler top opens with 
special key provided.

Sandwell Soap Dispenser 
Sandwell soap dispenser  SAN6562

Product Code

  SAN6562
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Dudley
Soap Dispenser 

Countertop or basin soap dispenser with 100mm 
spout and 0.5 litre capacity. Depress the piston 
for measured amount of liquid soap. Fills from top 
by unlocking and withdrawing piston and spout 
assembly using special key provided.

Dudley Soap Dispenser  
Dudley Soap Dispenser  SAN6324

Product Code

  SAN6324

  SAN6324

Honley
Soap dispenser 

With a large full litre capacity and push action 
dispenser the Honley is properly specified for 
use in schools and colleges. Its stylish brushed 
stainless steel finish means it complements Pland’s 
other washroom fittings. Honley’s all stainless steel 
cover hinges forward to give easy access to the 
refillable reservoir and incorporates a key lock with 
snap shut closing for easy filling.

Honley soap dispenser  
265mm x 95mm x 95mm SAN1047

Product Code

  SAN1047

  SAN1047

  Falkirk Mirror

Stainless steel mirror drilled for screws or 
mounting studs as required. Other sizes and shapes 
available. Available without drilling on request.

Falkirk mirror
300mm x 450mm SAN122.300.450
600mm x 300mm SAN122.600.300
600mm x 450mm SAN122.600.450

Option
Bespoke sizes on request.  
Please state length/height SAN122.length.height

Product Code

Falkirk
Mirror
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Morley
Waste bin 

Morley is a vandal resistant 30 litre waste bin 
constructed from high quality brushed stainless 
steel. It features an innovative bag holder which 
keeps the bag securely within the bin. The bin is 
secured to the wall with concealed hex headed 
bolts which offer a good degree of security, 
especially against opportunist theft.

Morley waste bin  
644mm x 355mm x 165mm SAN1048

Product Code

  SAN1048

  SAN1048

Washroom
Zurich
Stainless steel hand dryer

Air hand dryers with infrared range and operates 
only when users hands are within sensor range, 
dries hands in under 25 seconds. Low maintenance 
model virtually eliminates servicing with double 
insulation to provide safe operation. Available in 
white on request.

Zurich hand dryer sensor 
Zurich hand dryer sensor SAN1018
Zurich hand dryer sensor white SAN1018W

Product Code

  SAN1018

Hexham+
Hand dryer

The Hexham+ represents the next generation of 
fast drying energy efficient hand dryers designed 
with the environment in mind. It has exceptional 
drying performance coupled with the lowest noise 
levels in its class. The ultimate in modern hand 
drying the new Hexham+ is perfect for all high 
traffic applications with reduced power consumption 
of less than 1.5kw @ 230 volts. Making it 
altogether a genuinely responsible choice.

Hexham+ hand dryer sensor type 
Hexham+ hand dryer sensor type SAN132

Product Code

  SAN132

  SAN1018   SAN132
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Fixby
Recessed warm air dryer

Tingley
Recessed waste bin

Fixby is a high performance warm hand air dryer in 
a durable stainless steel recessed enclosure. Infrared 
sensors are built into the air outlet to provide automatic 
operation; the dryer switches on when hands are placed 
under outlet and switches off when they are moved 
away. The Fixby has a brushed stainless cover and 
zinc plated steel backplate. In operation it generates a 
sound level of 76 dB and has a power rating of 2.6kW 
at a speed of 4650 rpm. 

Tingley is a highly space efficient product with an 
integral plastic liner. It has a capacity of 25 litres 
and incorporates an integrated magnetic catch to 
retain the cover. The Tingley waste bin can be wall 
mounted or cavity recessed and has a brushed 
stainless cover and zinc plated steel backplate.

Fixby recessed warm air dryer 
Recessed warm air dryer SAN1050

Tingley recessed waste bin
Recessed waste bin SAN1051

Product Code Product Code

  SAN1050   SAN1051

  SAN1050   SAN1051

Washroom
Askern
Recessed towel dispenser 

Askern provides space saving benefits by being 
recessed and has the facility to dispense different 
sizes of concertina or interleaved paper towels. 
The Askern can be adjusted to take most sizes 
of paper hand towel and has a capacity of 500 
sheets. Manufactured in tough stainless steel the 
unit is fitted with a lock for extra security.

Askern recessed towel dispenser  
Recessed towel dispenser  SAN1049

Product Code

  SAN1049

  SAN1049
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Washroom
Wharfe - Non-concussive taps

The Wharfe range of non-concussive taps to suit economy, anti-vandal requirements, 
economy show. Other taps available.

Wharfe Non-concussive taps
Wharfe economy TP1010
Wharfe ½” anti vandal TP1009

Product Code

  TP1010   TP1009

  TP1010   TP1009

Tweed wall mounted infrared sensor tap
Battery - Length 125mm  TP2001
Battery - Length 190mm TP2002
Mains - Length 137mm TP2003
Mains - Length 205mm TP2004
Mains - Length 225mm, mixer with side temperature control TP2005

Tweed - Sensor taps

The Tweed is a range of electronic sensor taps and can either be Mains or 
Battery operated. Battery versions have a 6v Lithium battery, Solenoid valve and 
control integrated into the tap body, Spout lengths can be 120mm or 190mm. 
Mains version have separate Control box, ½” solenoid valve and 230/12v power 
supply, Spout lengths can be 137/183mm or 205/250mm. All have Infrared 
detection and have an Anti-Legionella 45 sec duty flush 24 hours after last use.

Product Code

  TP1068

  TP1068
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Washroom
Zagreb - Mono basin mixer tap Valencia - Basin sensor tap

Features tilt and turn temperature and flow control, brass chrome plated with lever 
type handle.

The Valencia economy sensor tap, mains operated with battery back-up. Vandal 
and scratch resistant sensor window and moisture and water resistant control unit. 
Suitable for cold or premixed water with maximum operational temperature 45ºC, 
Minimum pressure required 0.5bar. 

Choice of battery or mains power, battery operation requires 4 x AA batteries.

Zagreb
Mono basin mixer tap  TP1201

Valencia
Basin sensor tap - Mains operation TP1202M
Basin sensor tap - Battery operation TP1202B

Product Code Product Code

  TP1201   TP1202M

  TP1201   TP1202M
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Washroom
Irwell - Basin mounted mixer tap

Single-command automatic shut-off basin mixer, with adjustment for temperature 
on the control knob. Automatic delayed shut-off ~20 seconds and flow rate 3l/
minute, with scale-proof aerator. Maximum temperature limitation and flow rate are 
adjustable without dismounting the cartridge, nor cutting-off water. 

• Open by pressing the push button and automatic delayed shut-off without 
hand contact.

•  Temperature selection by turning the control knob.

•  Use: recommended for highly frequented public places, and disabled persons 
facilities (smooth opening).

Irwell
Basin Mounted Mixer Tap TP1200

Product Code

  TP1200

120º58m
m 95m

m

100mm15º Ø45mm

Ø32mm

Trent - Touch sensor tap

Trent is a basin mounted touch sensor tap. It is available with battery or mains 
operated power time control. The self closing fitting avoids the risk of taps being 
left on and together with that allows the user to open and close the faucet according 
to their needs. With a 20 second factory preset, installation or maintenance staff 
can easily change this time manually according to the needs of the user. Running 
time adjustment is not accessible to the end users. Water will start to flow when the 
user touches the upper cap and will run for 20 seconds or until the user presses 
the cap again. Filter included.

Trent basin mounted touch sensor tap
Basin mounted touch sensor tap - Battery operated TP1082
Basin mounted touch sensor tap - Mains operated TP1109

Product Code

  TP1082

  TP1082
  TP1200



for Sanitaryware
Because stainless steel is easy and quick to clean it is the 
ideal choice of material for sanitaryware. The non-porous, 
impervious nature of its surface means that it is as hygienic in 
use as ceramic ware but has the added advantage of being 
able to withstand impact and sudden shock. Like plastic 
it is comparatively light in weight and so is appropriate for 
installations where weight is a criterion, but with the further 
benefit of great strength and longevity.

Many sanitaryware products are supplied as standard with a 
polished bright finish. This aids keeping the products clean 
when in use.

Pland sanitaryware is manufactured to exacting criteria so that 
it conforms to the appropriate British and European standards 
whilst being aesthetically pleasing.
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Sanitaryware
Calvi 2 - Back to wall WC pan

The Calvi2 is a fully shrouded back to wall stainless steel WC, which 
secures via a stainless steel mounting plate with ALLEN screws. 
Measures 580mm (D) x 360mm (W) x 400mm (H).

Calvi 2 WC pan
Rear inlet, P trap URV135  

Seat option (Factory Fitted)
Heavy duty seat and cover - white URVSEAT-W
Heavy duty seat and cover - black URVSEAT-B
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - white URVSEAT-WOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - black URVSEAT-BOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat - white URVSEAT-WO
Heavy duty open fronted seat - black URVSEAT-BO

Seat pad option (Factory Fitted) 
Plastic seat pads - white URVSEATPAD/W
Plastic seat pads - black URVSEATPAD/B 

Cistern option rear entry 
Single flush pneumatic push cistern and fallpipe SAN1063

Pneumatic single flush push button
Single flush pneumatic push button  
chrome plated plastic (IPS panel) SAN1071

Other options of cisterns and push buttons on page 160.

Product Code

  URV135

  URV135



Atlanta 2 - Back to wall shrouded WC pan

Back to wall WC pan, with anti vandal shroud. Rear inlet “P” trap. 
Outlet suitable for duct location. Available in 316 grade on request. 
Measures 580mm (D) x 360mm (W) x 400mm (H).

Atlanta 2 WC pan
Rear inlet, P trap URV1500RP
Top inlet, P trap URV1500TP
Rear inlet, S trap URV1500RS
Top inlet, S trap URV1500TS

Seat option 
Heavy duty seat and cover - white URVSEAT-W
Heavy duty seat and cover - black URVSEAT-B
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - white URVSEAT-WOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - black URVSEAT-BOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat - white URVSEAT-WO
Heavy duty open fronted seat - black URVSEAT-BO

Seat pad option 
Plastic seat pads - white (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/W
Plastic seat pads - black (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/B 

Cistern option rear entry 
Single flush pneumatic push cistern and fallpipe SAN1063

Pneumatic single flush push button
Single flush pneumatic push button  
chrome plated plastic (IPS panel) SAN1071

Other options of cisterns and push buttons on page 160.

Product Code

  URV1500RP

  URV1500RP

155

Sanitaryware
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Sanitaryware
Denver 2 - Wall mounted shrouded WC pan

Wall mounted WC pan, with anti vandal shroud. Rear inlet “P” trap. 
Outlet suitable for duct location. Available in 316 grade on request. 
Measures 535mm (D) x 360mm (W) x 350mm (H).

Denver 2 WC pan
Rear inlet, P trap URV1520RP

Seat option 
Heavy duty seat and cover - white URVSEAT-W
Heavy duty seat and cover - black URVSEAT-B
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - white URVSEAT-WOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - black URVSEAT-BOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat - white URVSEAT-WO
Heavy duty open fronted seat - black URVSEAT-BO

Seat pad option 
Plastic seat pads - white (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/W
Plastic seat pads - black (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/B 

Cistern option rear entry 
Single flush pneumatic push cistern and fallpipe SAN1063

Pneumatic single flush push button
Single flush pneumatic push button  
chrome plated plastic (IPS panel) SAN1071

Other options of cisterns and push buttons on page 160.

Product Code

  URV1520RP

  URV1520RP



Austin 2 - Wall Hung WC pan

Wall mounted shrouded WC pan measuring 400mm high (normal 
installation height) x 360mm wide and 535mm wall projection. Rear 
inlet and P trap outlet suitable for duct location. Available in marine 
316 grade on request.

Austin 2 WC pan
Rear inlet, P trap URV131  

Seat option 
Heavy duty seat and cover - white URVSEAT-W
Heavy duty seat and cover - black URVSEAT-B
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - white URVSEAT-WOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - black URVSEAT-BOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat - white URVSEAT-WO
Heavy duty open fronted seat - black URVSEAT-BO

Seat pad option 
Plastic seat pads - white (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/W
Plastic seat pads - black (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/B 

Cistern option rear entry 
Single flush pneumatic push cistern and fallpipe SAN1063

Pneumatic single flush push button
Single flush pneumatic push button  
chrome plated plastic (IPS panel) SAN1071

Other options of cisterns and push buttons on page 160.

Product Code

  URV131

  URV131

157

Sanitaryware
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Monaco - Back to wall disabled person WC pan

Back to wall WC pan with anti-vandal shroud, 460mm high x 360mm 
wide and 750mm wall projection. Top inlet and P trap outlet. Available 
in marine 316 grade on request.

Monaco WC pan
Back to wall disabled person WC pan URV1510TP/S

Seat option
Heavy duty seat and cover - white URVSEAT-W
Heavy duty seat and cover - black URVSEAT-B
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - white URVSEAT-WOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover - black URVSEAT-BOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat - white URVSEAT-WO
Heavy duty open fronted seat - black URVSEAT-BO

Seat pad option
Plastic seat pads - white (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/W
Plastic seat pads - black (factory fitted) URVSEATPAD/B

Cistern option rear entry
Single flush pneumatic push cistern and fallpipe SAN1063

Pneumatic single flush push button.
Single flush pneumatic push button 
chrome plated plastic (IPS panel) SAN1071

Cistern option top entry
Zaragoza - Stainless steel cistern 
single flush lever push cistern and fallpipe CISTERN-L

Other options of cisterns and push buttons on page 160.

Product Code

  URV1510TP/S

  URV1510RP/S

Sanitaryware
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Sanitaryware
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Vail 2 - Close coupled WC suite

Vail 2 is a close coupled WC suite with a dual flush operation.  
400mm to seat height, 810mm to the top of the cistern, 360 wide 
and 620mm projection. Supplied with black seat and cover and can be 
used with either P trap or S trap installation.

Vail 2 WC pan
WC pan rear inlet, ‘P’ trap or ‘S’ trap URV130 

Product Code

  URV130

  URV130
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Sanitaryware

  SAN1063   SAN1064

  SAN1063   SAN1064

White plastic push button 6 litre cistern, duct mounted making it ideal for use 
behind partitioning or IPS panelling and most other concealed applications. Push fit 
flush bend with compact design will fit into a 150mm duct. Top and front access, 
side or bottom inlet.  Made from high density polystyrene with gloss finish. Push 
button can be installed up to 750mm away from the cistern. Internal components 
are WRAS approved which supports code for sustainable homes and BREEAM.

White plastic dual flush push button 6 litre cistern, duct mounted ideal for use 
behind partitioning or IPS panelling and most other concealed applications. Push fit 
flush bend with compact design will fit into a 150mm duct. Top and front access, 
side or bottom inlet.  Made from high density polystyrene with gloss finish. Push 
button can be installed up to 750mm away from the cistern. Internal components 
are WRAS aproved which supports code for sustainable homes and BREEAM.

Linton plastic push button cistern
Push button cistern 6 litre SAN1063

Single flush pneumatic push button option
Stainless steel (IPS panel) SAN1070
Stainless steel (solid wall) SAN1069
Chrome plated plastic (IPS panel) SAN1071
Chrome plated plastic (solid wall) SAN1072

Spalding plastic duct flush push button cistern
Dual flush push button cistern 6 litre SAN1064

Dual flush pneumatic push button option
Chrome plated plastic (IPS panel) SAN1067
Chrome plated plastic matt finish (IPS panel) SAN1068

Product Code Product Code

Linton - Plastic push button cistern Spalding - Plastic dual flush cistern
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  CISTERN-L

  CISTERN-L

Vandal resistant autoflush or lever operated cistern. 6/9 litre. Complete with 
disabled spatulate lever so it can also be used in disabled facilities, the casing is 
made from 304 grade stainless steel 1.2mm thickness. Inlet is 13mm plastic and 
38mm plastic outlet. Syphon incorporates an internal overflow system thus removing 
the need for external overflow piping. The lever can be left hand or right hand.

Zaragoza stainless steel cistern
Stainless steel lever cistern 6/9 litre CISTERN-L

Product Code

Zaragoza - Stainless steel cistern

  CISTERNWC-B6

The Bergamo is a high gloss white finish plastic cistern. Available in a 6 litre 
capacity. Affordable and reliable choice for use in public and commercial sectors. 
The cistern is easily installed and highly cost effective. Constructed from high 
impact polystyrene, this cistern is supplied with a chrome plate flushing lever for 
operation.

Bergamo white plastic duct lever cistern
Lever cistern 6 litre CISTERNWC-B6
 

Product Code

Bergamo - Plastic lever cistern

Sanitaryware

  CISTERNWC-B6
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Bruges - Trough urinal

Bruges trough urinal pack is supplied complete with plastic cistern, 
stainless steel sparge flushing pipe, sparge locating clips and 
2” domed plastic urinal waste (central position). The unit can be 
fixed to the wall through fixing holes in the rear with separate wall 
mounting bracket under the waste outlet. Multiple units and “L” shape 
configurations can be accommodated. Bespoke sizes on request.

Bruges exposed sparge trough urinal
1200mm width  TR1200P 
1500mm width   TR1500P 
1800mm width  TR1800P 
2400mm width  TR2400P 
3000mm width  TR3000P 

Options
Butt strap joints  TRBS
Corner capping  TRCORN
Spey urinal flush contol  TRSENS01

Waste options
White plastic 2” BSP removable dome waste WK0408
White plastic swivel P Trap WKSE10

Product Code

  TR1200P

  TR1200P

Sanitaryware
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Fife - Trough urinal

Fife trough urinal pack is supplied complete with plastic cistern, 
stainless steel sparge flushing pipe, the sparge locating below an 
integral valance and 2” domed plastic urinal waste. Multiple units and 
“L” shape configurations can be accommodated. Please specify top or 
back inlet when ordering left hand or right hand waste outlet. Bespoke 
sizes on request.

Fife concealed sparge trough urinal
Fife urinal 1200mm long complete with domed strainer waste,  
exposed pipework, and plastic automatic cistern,  
right hand outlet SAN6155 

Fife urinal 1200mm long complete with domed strainer waste,  
exposed pipework, and plastic automatic cistern,  
left hand outlet SAN6156 

Fife urinal 1800mm long complete with domed strainer waste,  
exposed pipework, and plastic automatic cistern,  
right hand outlet SAN6157 

Fife urinal 1800mm long complete with domed strainer waste,  
exposed pipework, and plastic automatic cistern,  
left hand outlet SAN6158

Fife urinal 2400mm long complete with domed strainer waste,  
exposed pipework, and plastic automatic cistern,  
right hand outlet SAN6159

Fife urinal 2400mm long complete with domed strainer waste,  
exposed pipework, and plastic automatic cistern,  
left hand outlet SAN6163

Fife urinal 3050mm long complete with domed strainer waste,  
exposed pipework, and plastic automatic cistern,  
right hand outlet SAN6164

Fife urinal 3050mm long complete with domed strainer waste,  
exposed pipework, and plastic automatic cistern,  
left hand outlet SAN6165

Waste options
White plastic swivel P Trap WKSE10 
White plastic 2” BSP removable dome waste WK0408

Product Code

  SAN6157

  SAN6156

Sanitaryware
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Bremen - Trough urinal

The Bremen trough urinal pack is supplied complete with plastic 
cistern, stainless steel concealed sparge flushing pipe, is located 
below an integral valance and 2” domed plastic urinal waste (central 
position). The unit can be fixed to the wall through fixing holes in the 
rear and with separate wall mounting bracket under the waste outlet.

Bremen concealed sparge trough urinal 
1200mm width  TRC1200P 
1500mm width   TRC1500P 
1800mm width  TRC1800P 
2400mm width  TRC2400P 
3000mm width  TRC3000P 

Options
Butt strap joints  TRBS
Corner capping  TRCORN
Spey urinal flush contol  TRSENS01

Waste options
White plastic 2” BSP removable dome waste WK0408
White plastic swivel P Trap WKSE10

Product Code

  TRC1200P

  TRC1200P

Sanitaryware

  Shown with optional stainless steel cistern



Vienna floor standing single piece slab urinal in stainless steel with 
raised integral channel and removable access panel for above floor 
waste plumbing. Complete with exposed or concealed flushpipes and 
autoflush cistern. Waste can be left or right hand with 50mm chrome 
plated hinged domed waste outlet.

Two or more urinals may be fitted together on the same wall using 
optional stainless steel cover strips or on adjacent walls using corner 
plinths. Can be made to bespoke measurements. Please specify top or 
back inlet when ordering left hand or right hand waste outlet.

Vienna
Floor standing urinal 1200mm SAN013-1200
Floor standing urinal 1500mm SAN013-1500
Floor standing urinal 1800mm SAN013-1800
Floor standing urinal 2400mm SAN013-2400
Floor standing urinal 3000mm SAN013-3000

Options
Butt strap joint FUBS
Corner capping piece for multiple wall installation FUCORN
Other options available on request

Waste options
Chrome plated brass 2” BSP removable dome waste WK0385
White plastic swivel P Trap WKSE10

Product Code
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Vienna - Floor standing slab urinal

  SAN013

  SAN013
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  SAN014

Ghent wall mounted slab urinal in stainless steel with accessible waste plumbing. Complete 
with exposed or concealed flushpipes and autoflush cistern. Waste can be left or right hand 
with 50mm chrome plated hinged domed waste outlet.

Two or more urinals may be fitted together on the same wall using optional stainless steel cover 
strips or on adjacent walls using corner plinths. Can be made to bespoke measurements. Please 
specify top or back inlet when ordering left hand or right hand waste outlet.

Ghent
Wall mounted urinal 1200mm SAN014-1200
Wall mounted urinal 1500mm SAN014-1500
Wall mounted urinal 1800mm SAN014-1800
Wall mounted urinal 2400mm SAN014-2400
Wall mounted urinal 3000mm SAN014-3000

Options
Butt strap joint FUBS
Corner capping piece for multiple wall installation FUCORN
Other options available on request

Waste options
Chrome plated brass 2” BSP removable dome waste WK0385
White plastic swivel P Trap WKSE10

Product Code

Ghent - Wall mounted slab urinal

  SAN012

Lyon floor recessed single piece slab urinal in stainless steel with concealed 
integral floor channel for below floor plumbing. Complete with exposed or concealed 
flushpipes and autoflush cistern. Waste can be left or right hand with 50mm chrome 
plated hinged domed waste outlet.

Two or more urinals may be fitted together on the same wall using optional 
stainless steel cover strips or on adjacent walls using corner plinths. Can be made 
to bespoke measurements. Please specify top or back inlet when ordering left hand 
or right hand waste outlet.

Lyon 
Urinal 1200mm width SAN012-1200
Urinal 1500mm width SAN012-1500
Urinal 1800mm width SAN012-1800
Urinal 2400mm width SAN012-2400
Urinal 3000mm width SAN012-3000

Options
Butt strap joint SUBS
Corner capping piece for multiple wall installation SUCORN
Other options available on request

Product Code

Lyon - Floor recessed slab urinal

Sanitaryware
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  UR2100RE   UR2100TI

  UR2100RE   UR2100TI

A wall mounted bowl urinal featuring modern lines that complement Pland’s WCs 
and privacy panels. The Krakow 2 rear inlet is a robust design that is anti-vandal 
and easy to clean. Supplied with P trap, waste and flexible stainless steel rear inlet 
connection.

A wall mounted bowl urinal featuring modern lines that complement Pland’s WCs 
and privacy panels. The Krakow 2 top inlet is a robust design that is anti-vandal 
and easy to clean. Supplied with P trap, waste and flexible stainless steel top inlet 
connection. 

Krakow 2 single bowl urinal pack
Single bowl urinal pack rear inlet pipe work  UR2100

Krakow 2 range sets
Range of 1 complete with sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100P1
Range of 2 complete with sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100P2
Range of 3 complete with sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100P3
Range of 4 complete with sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100P4

Krakow 2 single bowl urinal pack
Single bowl urinal pack top inlet pipe work  UR2100TI

Krakow 2 range sets
Range of 1 complete with sparge pipe and cistern  UR2100TI-P1
Range of 2 complete with sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100TI-P2
Range of 3 complete with sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100TI-P3
Range of 4 complete with sparge pipe and cistern.  UR2100TI-P4

Product Code Product Code

Krakow 2 - Bowl urinal top inletKrakow 2 - Bowl urinal rear inlet

Sanitaryware
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  UR2100CAST
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Krakow 2 - Bowl urinal Waterless

  UR2100W

UR2100CAST

URWTOOL

URBALL

Dusseldorf - Privacy panel

Wall mounted privacy panel, manufactured from 1.5mm thickness stainless steel. 
Supplied with 3mm fixing bracket.

The Krakow 2 waterless bowl urinal has a waste with a  small silicone waste 
diaphragm allowing urine to pass through, stopping odours returning into the room. 
The cartridge diaphragm is lockable to prevent vandalism and is available as a 
spare part as well as the scented ball.

Dusseldorf 
Single division UR1200DIV 

Krakow 2 Waterless 
Single bowl urinal pack waterless system UR2100W 

Optional replacement parts
Cartridge diaphram UR2100CAST
Cartridge removal tool URWTOOL
Scented balls - 25 per pack URBALL

Product CodeProduct Code

  UR1200DIV

  UR1200DIV

Sanitaryware
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  CISTERN-A5   TRSENS01

  CISTERN-A5   TRSENS01

Vandal resistant autoflush operated cistern. Available in 4.5, 9 or 13.5 litre 
capacity. The casing is made from 304 grade stainless steel at 1.2mm thickness. 
Can be used on pod urinal or trough urinals.

Spey is an electronic urinal valve with adjustable infrared control, avoiding manual 
contact and preventing the spread of germs. With either a manual or automatic 
mode of operation, the system also comes equipped with an automatic flush every 
12 hours after its last use to eliminate unpleasant smells and crystalline build-up.

Garaz stainless steel automatic cistern
4.5 litre for 1 pod urinal CISTERN-A5
9 litre for 2 pod urinal or urinal trough up to 1500mm CISTERN-A9
13.5 litre for 3 pod urinal or urinal trough above 1500mm CISTERN-A13

Spey urinal flush control
240 volt installation battery back up TRSENS01

Product Code Product Code

Garaz - Stainless steel automatic cistern Spey - Urinal flush control

Sanitaryware
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Istanbul - Eastern WC

Istanbul Eastern style or squat WC is prepared for a rear horizontal 
injector (included). The unit is pressed from 0.9mm stainless steel. 
Inlet connection is via a 38mm push fit connect from a cistern down 
pipe. Outlet connection is a 110mm spigot suitable for a standard 
floor drain trap. Also available in 316 grade stainless steel.

Istanbul 
Eastern WC with rear injector  WC1800
Eastern WC with full flushing rim WC1810 

Cistern
Cistern kit, white plastic high level complete with  
chain pull lever and down pipe SAN1030
Chrome plated wall mounted ablution hose and  
operating valve (see image below) WC18WH

Trap
P trap, plastic HT110P(P)
S trap, plastic HT110S(P)

Product Code

  WC1800

  WC1800

  Ablution Hose WC18WH

Sanitaryware
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Cadiz - Doc M pack

Cadiz universal access toilet pack comes as a complete unit or can be provided as separate items.

Cadiz Doc M pack list of individual items: 
Monaco back to wall top entry WC with S trap URV1510TS
Heavy duty open fronted seat - black URVSEAT-BO
Zaragoza cistern and wide push lever CISTERN-L
Linz washbasin with brackets complete with waste and bottle trap SAN067DP
Monobloc basin lever tap TP1006
4 x grab rails 600mm x 100mm (one rail supplied with back rest  
support arm (not shown)) 1x 800mm hinged support arm SAN0123DP
Toilet roll holder SAN5106-52

All grab rails are available in white, stainless steel or blue for the visually impaired. 

Option 
Towel dispenser SAN252
Soap dispenser SAN6562
Stainless steel mirror (600mm x 450mm) SAN122.600.450
Other sizes available on request

Seat option 
Heavy duty seat and cover, black URVSEAT-B
Heavy duty seat and cover, white URVSEAT-W
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover, white URVSEAT-WOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat and cover, black URVSEAT-BOC
Heavy duty open fronted seat, white URVSEAT-WO
Heavy duty open fronted seat, black URVSEAT-BO

Seat pad option 
Plastic seat pads black (factory fitted) URVSEATPADS-B 
Plastic seat pads white (factory fitted) URVSEATPADS-W

Cistern option rear entry 
Single flush pneumatic push cistern only SAN1063
Single flush pneumatic push button stainless steel (IPS panel) SAN1070

Pneumatic push button cisterns
Single flush pneumatic push button chrome plated plastic (IPS panel) SAN1071
Dual flush pneumatic push cistern only SAN1064
Dual flush pneumatic push button chrome plated plastic (IPS panel) SAN1067
Dual flush pneumatic push button chrome plated plastic matt finish (IPS panel) SAN1068

Product Code Product Code

  Cadiz Doc M Pack   Cadiz Doc M Pack

Sanitaryware
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Riga Doc M - Grab rail kit

The Riga grab rail kits are made from high quality 1.4301 (304) 
grade stainless steel with concealed fixings, or powder coated with 
exposed fixings. A convenient solution to meeting Doc M requirements 
in the washroom. There are three options of grab rail kits, as 
described below.

Riga Doc M pack - stainless steel finish 
Stainless steel includes 4 x 600mm rails,  
1 x hinged support rail and 1 x padded backrest SAN123DP-SS
Stainless steel includes 3 x 600mm rails,  
1 hinged support rail and 1 padded backrest SAN123DP-SS3
Stainless steel includes 5 x 600mm rails,  
1 x hinged support rail and 1 x padded backrest SAN123DP-SS5

Riga Doc M pack - white finish 
White includes 4 x 600mm rails,  
1 x hinged support rail and 1 x padded backrest SAN123DPW
White includes 3 x 600mm rails,  
1 hinged support rail and 1 padded backrest SAN123DP-W3
White includes 5 x 600mm rails,  
1 x hinged support rail and 1 x padded backrest SAN123DP-W5

Riga Doc M pack - blue finish 
Blue includes 4 x 600mm rails,  
1 x hinged support rail and 1 x padded backrest SAN123DPB
Blue includes 3 x 600mm rails,  
1 hinged support rail and 1 padded backrest SAN123DP-B3
Blue includes 5 x 600mm rails,  
1 x hinged support rail and 1 x padded backrest SAN123DP-B5

Product Code

  SAN123DP-SS3

Sanitaryware

SAN123DP-SS   Available in Steel, Blue or White
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Corinth - Shower tray Helsinger - Disabled shower panel

970mm x 1020mm x 75mm shower tray, with 38mm chromium plated flush grating 
waste outlet. Sides with flange for fixing to wall, turned down on remaining sides. 
Internal corners square with dimpled finish on base. Sloped entrance for universal 
access. Support frame and facing panels to give 150mm height. Radiused internal 
corners.

Helsinger is a stainless steel shower panel with flexible hose and slider bar and 
single function shower head. Includes a Thermostatic shower valve pre plumbed. 
Designed for easy access to valve and shower head for high usage areas and is 
anti-vandal.

Corinth 
Universal access shower tray  SH3020 

Helsinger 
Disabled shower panel  SH7802 

Product Code Product Code

  SH3020   SH7802

  SH3020   SH7802

Sanitaryware
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Sanitaryware
Durban - Height adjustable support column

The Durban height adjustable support column is available for use with 
sink tops, work tops and basin products featured in this catalogue. 
The electro-mechanical assembly is a self contained pillar with either 
hand or foot controls. Uses 240v mains power.

Durban support column
Electronic height adjustable support column  
remote operated only AHS1000 

Option
Plumbing for height adjustable sinks FLEXKIT1

Product Code

  AHS1000

  AHS1000



for Bespoke Products

We are all justly proud of our company heritage and the 
international reputation we have built since the company, 
was founded in Leeds in 1919. We have always been a 
manufacturer of high quality stainless steel products and are 
still based on the same site. Over the years we have developed 
a highly skilled workforce employing many true craftsmen, 
often with generations of the same family working for us. Their 
loyalty and time served experience, coupled with our modern 
production and in-house CAD capabilities have been and 
remain central to our success.

With this experience in manipulating stainless steel, Pland are 
your ideal partner to produce bespoke products. Couple this 
with the CAD/CAM capabilities we can develop from concept 
or specification through to finished product within a matter 
of weeks. Whether the requirement is 
a one off order or part of a larger 
project that may require a small 
percentage of special products 
to complete a final offering.

The following section showcases 
just some of the projects that we 
have been engaged in and gives 
a feel of the various 
sectors where we 
are able to assist.



  ???

Janitorial Unit - Case Study

Cleanliness and hygiene are the core to any hospital, so when the 
Royal Victoria Hospital in Belfast required new Janitorial units they 
chose the Pland ‘Samoa’. Pland have over the years, built on strong 
relationships with Merchants in Belfast and were able to supply their 
product to the trust via the local merchant from stock.

Pland’s customer commented “The Pland janitorial unit meets the 
demand of HTM64 specification, whilst offering the safeguards of 
WRAS approval, an attractive package at a competitive price”.

The SAMOA is a free standing combination janitorial unit, which 
is supplied complete with hinged grid and WRAS approved swivel 
monobloc mixer tap. The unit is adaptable and can be either floor 
mounted or wall mounted with the supplied mounting bracket. It meets 
all the latest specifications and is widely used in hospitals, care 
homes, institutions and catering establishments throughout the UK and 
internationally.

Trust Pland to deliver, strength in stainless steel.

  Samoa JU5060
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  School of Pharmacy and Life Sciences, new purpose-built facility  Science students

Robert Gordon University - Laboratory Equipment

Pland have supplied Aberdeen’s Robert Gordon University with both 
standard and bespoke laboratory equipment.

Working closely with various furniture suppliers Pland supplied a 
range of non-standard laboratory sinks manufactured in 316 grade 
specification stainless steel with special tap hole centres and 
no overflows. From our standard range, we were able to supply a 
complete range of self rimmed Syracuse bowls to complement the 
non-standard products.

Bespoke triple bowl double drainer inset sinks were designed to 
meet the architects exacting requirements and to ensure demanding 
standards were met they were also provided in 316 grade material 
throughout. 

The Pland range of Troy laboratory sinks offer excellent resistance to 
acids and chemicals whilst offering a pleasing aesthetic appearance. 

Trust Pland, strength in stainless steel.

  Troy Sink
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Secure - Shower Cubicles

When the Ministry of Justice were looking to refurbish prisons in 
Durham, the appointed contractor looked to Pland for the supply of 
33no shower cubicles.

Working in close cooperation with the contractor, Pland suggested 
the “Lisbon” range of shower cubicles, and quickly drew up details to 
meet the architect’s design brief.

 Pland were able to supply interactive drawings that allowed the 
customer to fully appreciate our interpretation of the architect’s design 
and needless to say, the customer and architect were delighted with 
this aspect.

The “Lisbon” cubicles can either be supplied as individual units to suit 
single installations or be fitted together in a range to suit a shower 
block. They can be supplied either in a fully welded construction or 
as a flat pack for assembly on site where space restricts access as 
a fully welded unit.  Usually they are supplied complete with integral 
non concussive valve and anti-ligature shower head as standard but 
are available with a range of options to suit the individual project, 
including end panels and shower curtains if required. 

As can be expected of Pland we delivered on time, and to the correct 
specification.

Trust Pland, Strength in Stainless Steel.

  Shower Cubicle   Secure
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  Sinks and worktops

Whitehorse Manor Infant School - Full Project

We have recently completed a bespoke solution for the above school 
in Croydon and were chosen by the Contractor based on our excellent 
reputation for delivering specialised projects in the Education sector. 
Stainless Steel was specified by the Architect for its durability in this 
cutting edge design. This is a project we can be proud of and one 
that we can showcase to other contractors when quoting for further 
Education contracts.

  Sinktop from Pland Stainless

  Worktop and Basins   Photo: © Kilian O’Sullivan  www.kilianosullivan.co.uk

Bespoke - Education
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University of St Andrews - Full Project

Pland is pleased to announce that when St Andrews University decided 
to upgrade its student accommodation, Pland was the university’s first 
choice. Pland assisted by supplying its Planet range of base cabinets, 
wall cupboards, sinks and worktops to sit alongside the existing units 
Pland had supplied 10 years earlier. The programme of works had to 
be completed within ten weeks from inception to handover and, as you 
should expect, Pland delivered! 

  St Andrews Student Accommodation

  St Andrews Student Accommodation
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John Ferneley College - Full Project

When John Ferneley College embarked on its ‘Enrichment Centre’ 
the college again turned to Pland to supply the pupils’ washroom 
facilities. As Pland had successfully commissioned them in the first 
phase (2010) we were a natural choice.

The building is outstanding in its green credentials and includes a 
wind turbine. Pland’s Venice washstation complements the green 
theme well with its sensor operation, water temperature controls and 
100% recyclability.

  Venice Washstation

   John Ferneley college   Venice Washstation
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Miscellaneous - Bespoke Catering Projects from Pland Stainless

Pland are able to provide full design facilities including preliminary 
site surveys to help you create the perfect kitchen. Using either their 
standard range of products suited together or incorporating bespoke 
worktops/sinks that are made to fit a space, you can be assured that 
Pland will work with you to meet your requirements. Pland are able to 
provide anything from servery counters for “pass through” hatches , 
through to large sinks with unusual size bowls. We are quite used to 
being asked for the unusual, so don’t be frightened to ask.

  Bespoke Kitchen Units

  Bespoke Wash Area

  Stainless Steel Worktops

  Stainless Steel Worktops
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  Poggenpohl Design Centre Leeds   Sink detail

Poggenpohl Design Centre Leeds - Champagne sink

When looking for a local manufacturer to make a bespoke stainless 
steel “Champagne Sink” for a new feature showroom display, Natalie 
Fry the Designer at Poggenpohl Design Centre Leeds approached Pland 
Stainless to provide a solution. Poggenpohl are a German designer 
kitchen manufacturer who were established in 1892 and are present 
in over 70 countries worldwide.  The basic brief for the sink was 
that it needed to be 2m long and mount into a Acrylic type bespoke 
worktop.  The unit was  to be used to store Champagne and other 
drinks on ice.  Gary Pearson, Technical Estimator for Pland Stainless 
sent Natalie a series of drawings for products Pland had produced for 
other clients to give her an idea of what could be done for this brief.  
Natalie was then invited to the Pland factory in Lower Wortley, Leeds 
to see the production facility and discuss in detail a full brief for this 
sink.  From this brief the Pland design team created drawings and a 
3D CAD model of the proposed sink  and once approved by Natalie 
this unit went into manufacture.

As you will see from the photograph below, this sink was fitted into 
a beautiful white feature island in the main display and formed the 
centre piece for a large launch event for the new ranges presented by 
Poggenpohl.  Feedback on this unit was extremely positive from both 
prospective clients and local interior designers.

  Poggenpohl Design Centre Leeds

Bespoke - Catering



Royal Derby Hospital - Case Study

The London Hospital - Case Study

Pland supplied a range of HTM 63 and 64 healthcare products in both 
standard and bespoke designs. The wide array of products supplied 
included a stainless steel foot trough for a multi-faith prayer room.

Pland have supplied The London hospital with standard and non-
standard healthcare equipment. 
Working closely with various furniture suppliers, Pland developed a 
range of base and cupboard units to match the hospital’s require-
ments. HTM63 worktops were designed to specially match the 
customers profile and lengths, and to ensure demanding standards 
were met, different specifications of stainless steel were used for 
different room requirements. 
Pland also supplied the complete range of HTM64 products, including 
slop hoppers, scrub up troughs, and plaster sinks. 
Pland also developed an entire suite of endoscopy sinks for the hos-
pital, each one different complete with deep sinks and hand fabricated 
bowls. The products included integral large up-stands with stainless 
steel cabinetry below.
Trust Pland to deliver, Strength in Stainless Steel.

  The London Hospital Bespoke Units

  The London Hospital

  Scrub Up
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  Royal Derby Hospital

  Royal Derby Hospital Bespoke Foot Wash



  King’s Mill Hospital   NHS Hospital
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Bespoke - Healthcare
King’s Mill Hospital - Case Study

Pland Stainless healthcare range provided this new hospital with a 
hygienic, durable and easy to clean solution. A full range of HTM 63 
and 64 standard and bespoke stainless steel designs were supplied.

• Sinktops

• Scrub up troughs

• Slop hoppers

• Endoscopy sinks

• Special plaster sinks

• Scrub up troughs

Overall project value £300 million

Products £

  King’s Mill Hospital



Nuffield Health - Tees Hospital

Pland are renowned for their offer of healthcare sinks, all usually 
supplied to either HTM64 or HTM63 specification, however less well 
known is Pland’s ability to supply bespoke Healthcare products. When 
Nuffield Health wanted a special size Endoscopy sink for their facility, 
Pland designed and manufactured precisely the sink they required for 
the project. By their very nature, endoscopes do not lend themselves 
to standard size bowls, so we manufactured a 316 grade, twin bowl 
unit with tapholes at the end to suit this unique requirement.   On the 
same project, there was a requirement for a triple bowl unit, which 
we also provided, demonstrating the diversity of products Pland can 
design and manufacture.

  Endoscopy Sink

  Nuffield Health Tees Hospital   Endoscopy Sink
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  Ayrshire Athletics Arena

Ayrshire Athletics Arena - Changing Room Wash Area

Pland have supplied Kilmarnock’s Ayrshire Athletic with a range of 
standard and non-standard sanitaryware.

Working closely with the architect Pland designed and supplied a 
range of Prague wall mounted washbasins from 304 specification 
stainless steel with special tap hole centres. The units were designed 
to include a full shroud to the floor and with access panels to the 
front for services.

Pland also supplied a complete range of Calvi wall mounted stainless 
steel back to wall shrouded WC pans completely factory fitted with 
seats and ready for installation.

Due to its properties stainless steel was the preferred option of 
sanitary ware for this high usage area. Robust designs and hygienic 
requirements made stainless steel the obvious choice and Pland, the 
first choice for supply.

Trust Pland, strength in stainless steel.

  Changing Room Toilets

  Ayrshire Athletics Arena   Wash Area
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  Broadgate Offices, Leeds

KPMG Broadgate - Foot Troughs

Following on from our recent success in the design & supply of the 
Multi Faith Foot Wash Station for KPMG (also known as a ‘WUDU’) 
installed in the Canada Square Building at Canary Wharf, London, we 
have again been approached  to design & supply a similar unit to 
go into their offices in Leeds based at the Broadgate Building on the 
Headrow, Leeds. There was a minor design change on the Foot station 
itself and additionally our design team was asked to come up with 
a bespoke hand wash unit that would fit nicely to the end. We were 
challenged with the fact that they wanted the units design to follow the 
aesthetics of the Foot Station. With the use of the latest 3D Modelling 
software we were able to offer drawings & 3D images so that the 
customer could see beforehand our exact interpretation of their design 
requirements prior to manufacture.

Mark Mulvaney, Site Manager at the Broadgate, Leeds, reports that the 
trouble-free installation of the second unit is to the client`s complete 
satisfaction. Another great job from the team at Pland!

  Broadgate Atrium

  KPMG Footwash Room
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KPMG Broadgate - Foot Troughs

Bespoke - Washroom 

  KPMG Footwash Room   Hand Basin Detail

  KPMG Footwash Room
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O2 Matter Nightclub - Washrooms

Nightclub at The O2, South-East London. WCs, cisterns, urinals and a 
variety of standard and bespoke wash troughs, all manufactured from 
stainless steel, were a crucial part of making ‘Matter’ a world class 
live music and club venue. Pland Stainless literally had to pull out 
all the stops to help complete the project on scehdule, which meant 
supplying bespoke wash troughs on a three week leadtime.

Pland Stainless was specified by world renowned Pentagram design 
house because its products helped create a modern contemporary look 
as well as being hardwearing and resistant to vandalism.

Work on site has been carried out by Collins Construction PLC.

The high number of people expected to visit meant that Pland was 
required to supply special wash troughs. Again manufactured in 
stainless steel, these bespoke designs were required because the 
washrooms have WC cubicles that run along both sides – to cope with 
the high volumes of people. This created a need for bespoke double 
sided wash troughs, with four separate bowls and taps located at each 
end. The fact that Pland was able to supply bespoke items on a three 
week leadtime is a testament to it’s manufacturing capability and 
customer service responsiveness. ‘Matter’ now has a total of 86 WC 
cubicles including VIP washroom facilities, all of which were supplied 
by Pland Stainless.

  Bespoke Sinks

  Sinks & Toilets by Pland Stainless

Bespoke - Washroom

  O2 Matter Nightclub
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